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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As the City of West Linn nears completion of its vision for parks and open space facilities,
the West Linn Parks and Recreation Department is preparing to implement the next phase
of the parks and recreation strategy; focusing heavily on the development of a citywide
network of pedestrian and bicycle trails.

In 2009, at the direction of the City Council, the West Linn Parks and Recreation
Department set out to develop a formal plan for identifying and prioritizing trails
throughout the City. The 2011 West Linn Trails Plan: A 50-year Vision for the Future is the
culmination ofthis effort. It is proposed for adoption as a supporting plan to the West Linn
Comprehensive Plan. In addition, related amendments to the Comprehensive Plan are
proposed to facilitate implementation of the Trails Plan. The Trails Plan identifies routes
that connect neighborhoods with parks, open space, important community destinations
and other important destinations throughout the area. It also sets forth a method for
prioritizing the design and construction of these trail facilities.
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APPLICANT:

GENERAL INFORMATION

West Linn Parks and Recreation
22500 Salamo Road
West Linn, OR 97068

REPRESENTATIVE: Ken Worcester
Parks and Recreation Director
22500 Salamo Road
West Linn, OR 97068

SITE LOCATION: City-wide

LEGAL
DESCRIPTION: N/A

SITE SIZE: City-wide

ZONING: All

COMPPLAN
DESIGNATION: All

120-DAY PERIOD: N/A

PUBLIC NOTICE: Notice was provided to the State Department of Land Conservation
and Development on April 29, 2011, and to other affected government
agencies on May 26,2011. Public notice was published in the West
Linn Tidings on June 2,2011, and on the City website on June 3, 2011.
The notice requirements have been satisfied.

BACKGROUND

Prior Approvals. The West Linn City Council has approved Parks, Recreation and Open
Space Plans since the mid-1970s that discuss the need for a well developed system of trails
throughout the City.

Project Description. The Trails Plan refines recommendations from the 2007 Plan and
proposes new alignments and design typologies based on changing regulatory
circumstances and public desires. Amendments to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan
include references to the Trails Plan to support future regulatory updates to the City's
Community Development Code, Transportation System Plan and Public Works Standards.
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Public comments. Public comment collected during plan development is documented in
Appendix Cof the Trails Plan. Additional public comment received following notice of the
Planning Commission hearing is included in Exhibit PC-l. Public comment received
following notice of the June 15, 2011, Planning Commission hearing reveals general
disappointment with new trail segments that are proposed on these individual's
properties.

Comments from outside agencies. Comments collected during plan development are
documented in Appendix Cof the Trails Plan. To date, no additional outside agency
comments have been received.

ANALYSIS

The Trails Plan serves as a guide for future decision-making regarding the location, design
and relative priority of new trails in West Linn. The Plan advances parks planning efforts
beginning in the mid-1970s and refines many of the previously approved
recommendations through substantial public outreach. The Plan satisfies the guidance
established in State Planning Goal 8: Parks and Recreation, and Goal 12: Transportation,
and directly addresses policies and action measures in the Comprehensive Plan regarding
these topic areas. The Trails Plan is also directly in-line with Comprehensive Plan policies
from Goals 5, 13, and 15.

Proposed amendments to Goals 8, 12 and 15 of the Comprehensive Plan are contained in
Exhibit PC-3.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend to the City Council that they
adopt the 2011 West Linn Trails Plan: A 50-year Vision for the Future, and associated
Comprehensive Plan amendments.
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APPLICABLE REGULATIONS AND ASSOCIATED

SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS

APPROVAL CRITERIA

CHAPTER 98, PROCEDURES FOR DECISION-MAKING: LEGISLATIVE

98.100 STANDARDS FOR DECISION

A. The recommendation ofthe Planning Commission and the decision by the City Council
shall be based on consideration ofthe following factors:

1. The Statewide planning goals and rules adopted under Chapter 197 ORS and other
applicable State statutes;

2. Anyfederal or State statutes or rules found applicable; and

3. Applicable plans and rules adopted by the Metropolitan Service District.

4. The applicable Comprehensive Plan policies and map; and

5. The applicable provisions ofthe implementing ordinances.

B. Consideration may also be given to:

1. A mistake or inconsistency in the Comprehensive Plan or implementing ordinance as it
relates to the property which is the subject ofthe proposal; and

2. Factual oral testimony or written statements from the parties, other persons and other
governmental agencies relevant to the existing conditions orfactors in subsection A or
(B)(1) ofthis section. (Ord. 1226, 1988; Ord. 1474,2001)

Applicable standards from CDC Section 98.100 are addressed in the four findings that
follow.

FINDING NO.1

Trails for pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized users serve dual functions as
recreation and transportation facilities and therefore, amendments to local comprehensive
plans regarding trail development are subject to the planning and implementation
guidance established in State Planning Goals 8 and 12, which pertain to parks and
recreation, and transportation, respectively.

State Land Use Planning Goal 8 - Parks and Recreation. Goal 8 - Parks and Recreation,
obligates cities to inventory recreation needs based upon adequate research and public
desires. The analytical foundation of the Trails Plan is based on a thorough analysis of the
City's existing trails inventory (see Chapter 3 of proposed Trails Plan) as identified during
public outreach and as contained in the City's trails system geographic database.
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A key finding during the development of the 2007 Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan
(PROS Plan) was the continued desire for more and better connected trails throughout
West Linn. During the current planning effort, Parks Department staff, in coordination with
their consultant, conducted extensive public outreach (outlined in Chapter 2 and
documented in Appendix Cof the proposed Trails Plan) at public workshops, through
interactive on-line surveys, and through ongoing discussions with the Trails Plan Technical
Working Group (TWG) to identify desired trail locations.

Statewide Goal 8 also requires coordinated recreational planning with regional and state
agencies. The TWG was comprised of members representing the Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT), the United States Forest Service (USFS), Oregon Anglers
Association, the West Linn Utility Advisory Board (UAB), West Linn Planning Commission,
West Linn Transportation Advisory Board (TAB), West Linn Parks Advisory Board (PAB),
West Linn Sustainability Advisory Board (SAB) and staff from the City's Planning and Parks
and Recreation departments.

In addition to broad community and agency input, the Plan recommendations were
developed in consideration of State Planning GoalS - Open Space; the Metro 2040 Regional
Framework Plan; the Metro 2004 Regional Transportation Plan; the Clackamas County
Comprehensive Plan; the West Linn Comprehensive Plan and Imagine West Linn Vision;
the 2007 West Linn PROS Plan; the City of West Linn Transportation System Plan and OR
43 Concept Plan; and eight individual neighborhood plans (see Appendix B).

Under Goal 8, the formulation of recreation plans must take into account their energy
consequences and must strive to prioritize non-motorized types of recreational activities.
Goal 8 further suggests that recreation facilities prioritize facilities that conserve energy
both in the transportation of persons to the facility and in the recreational use itself.

The Trails Plan analysis revealed significant public support for improved pedestrian,
bicycle and other non-motorized modes within existing City-owned rights-of-way. Nearly
73 percent (44.6 of 61.9 total new route miles) ofthe proposed routes in the Trails Plan
exist along City streets or within the public right-of-way. Improved safety, access and
convenience along these in-right-of-way routes will encourage the use of pedestrian,
bicycle and other non-motorized modes not only for recreation but for many
transportation-related trips as well. Increasing the share of non-motorized trips will result
in reduced vehicle miles traveled, reduced fossil fuel consumption and lower greenhouse
gas emissions.

Statewide Goal 8 also places a high priority on enhancing recreation opportunities on
public water and along shorelands of the state. Since the mid-1970s, West Linn's Parks and
Recreation Plans have identified trails along the City's frontage with the Willamette and
Tualatin Rivers as important community access opportunities. These same plans have
designated trails along the Willamette and Tualatin Rivers as regionally significant river
access that provide important connections throughout the City.

Finally, Statewide Goal 8 suggests that plans for parks and recreation facilities provide for
implementation techniques, such as easements, cluster development, preferential
assessments, acquisition of development rights, and dedication, in addition to fee
acquisition, as appropriate to meet recreation requirements. The Trails Plan recommends
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implementing proposed trail segments through easements, and other similar vehicles for
property acquisition, by requiring conformance with the Trails Plan during new and
redevelopment review (West Linn Trails Plan, p.42).

State Land Use Planning Goal 12 - Transportation. State Land Use Goal 12 - Transportation,
focuses on providing transportation systems which consider all travel modes, avoid
principal reliance on one mode, conserve energy, meet the needs of the transportation
disadvantaged, maximize the efficiency of existing facilities, and conform with local and
regional comprehensive plans.

As proposed, the Trails Plan recommends more than 44 miles of new trail segments along
existing streets or within public rights-of-way. Once constructed, these new non-motorized
facilities will provide safe, accessible and convenient alternatives to vehicle trips for travel
between residential neighborhoods, commercial and employment areas, parks and other
recreation facilities and will therefore alleviate strain on the City's roadway network,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and improve health and safety for the City's residents. A
map of proposed trail routes is included in Chapter 4 (p.39) of the proposed Trails Plan in
Exhibit PC-4. The criteria are met.

FINDING NO.2

State and Federal statues and Metropolitan Service District rules beyond those being
addressed in the Statewide Planning Goals do not apply to the City's proposal to adopt the
Trails Plan and associated Comprehensive Plan amendments.

FINDING NO.3

The West Linn Comprehensive Plan includes numerous policies that are relevant to the
development and implementation of the Trails Plan. A discussion of these policies and
their relevance to the proposed Trails Plan is included below:

Comprehensive Plan GoalS establishes policies and action measures which ensure the
protection and preservation of important open spaces, scenic and historic areas and
natural resources. Relevant GoalS policies include;

• Coordinate with the state and county to establish scenic routes through West Linn;
publicize route with directional markers, and advocate other promotional measures;

• Explore opportunities to acquire scenic vistas and preserve them for public use;

• Control activities and uses in [open space, habitat, and ecological/scientific areas] to
maintain ecological values, while providing for compatible recreational and educational
activities;

• Preserve natural resource areas through public acquisition and other methods such as
conservation easements;

• Where practicat obtain dedication ofwetlands and riparian areas to the City to assure
protection and maintenance and to preserve locations for public facilities;
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• Work with otherjurisdictions to coordinate efforts related to river planning;

• Work with federal} state} and county agencies to establish nature trails and educational
markers in significant natural areas.

The Trails Plan recommends 61.9 miles of new trails in West Linn connecting parks and
open space with residential neighborhoods, commercial areas and important community
destinations. Through fee acquisition, dedication, easements and similar methods of
property acquisition, the Trails Plan recommends establishing a City-wide trails network
that preserves scenic vistas and open space for public use, maintains ecological values, and
that promotes outdoor education. A well connected system of trails can ensure the
protection ofWest Linn's significant natural areas and vistas by limiting development in
these areas and by providing alternatives to higher impact modes of travel.

Comprehensive Plan Goal 8 expresses the City's commitment to a well developed system of
parks and open spaces and emphasizes a need and public desire for a City-wide network of
trails connecting parks and open space with important community destinations:

• Provide all citizens with a range ofrecreational activities;
• Promote connections between parks and recreation areas throughout the City;
• Require land divisions and major developments to set aside or dedicate land based on standards

that provide a link between existing public-owned parks or open space areas and/or rights-of
way;

• Provide a range ofactive/passive and structured/non-structured recreation experiences;
• Continue an aggressive program for acquisition and development ofa park and open space

system to provide an adequate supply ofusable open space and recreational facilities} directly
related to the specific needs ofthe local residents} based on the park classification systems and
standards in the Park Plan;

• Create a comprehensive} City-wide pathway system that provides a variety oftrail experiences
and connects existing andfuture recreationalfacilities. When necessary} dedicate a portion of
the pedestrian network} as outlined in the West Linn Transportation System Plan for
recreationalfacilities where they form a vital link in the City}s trail system} excepting greenway
and other trails in the Parks} Recreation and Open Space Plan;

• Develop a plan for providing informative signs for the City}s parks and trail system} including
park accessways.

The Trails Plan directly advances the policy to create a comprehensive, City-wide pathway system
that promotes a variety of experiences and connections between recreational facilities. Consistent
with this Goal, the Plan also suggests a means to preserve land for the provision of connections
between community destinations. A City-wide system of trails will complement existing parks and
open spaces and will broaden the range of recreational opportunities available to the public.
Finally, the Trails Plan includes recommendations for trail design emphasizing the importance of
education and awareness, such as trail signage and way-finding, to help users navigate confusing
intersections or road crossings.
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Comprehensive Plan Goal 12 policies indicate a need for a well-balanced transportation system
capable of encouraging multiple modes of transportation and reducing the reliance on private
automobiles. The full list of Goal 12 policies relevant to the Trails Plan is included below:

• Provide a transportation system for the City ofWest Linn that:
o Provides maximum mobility while encouraging modes oftransportation other than the

automobile,
o Provides for connectivity within and between neighborhoods, developments and community

centers, using new and existing transportation services,
o Is safe, convenient and efficient;

• Provide a cost-effective balanced transportation system, incorporating all modes of
transportation {including motor vehicle, bicycle, pedestrian, transit, and other modes);

• Develop transportation facilities that are accessible to all members ofthe community and
minimize out ofdirection travel;

• Promote a comprehensive cohesive network ofbicycle paths, lanes and routes that accomplishes
the following:
o Connects the four commercial centers in Willamette, Bolton, Robinwood, and Tanner Basin,
o Integrates with regional bicycle routes that traverse West Linn,
o Provides connections to schools, recreationalfacilities, community centers and transit

facilities,
• Design new streets and retrofit older streets to enhance safety for cyclists using the roadways;
• Develop an education and communication program to promote use ofbicyclesfor

transportation purposes in West Linn;
• Adopt a bikeways network master plan and update as needed to reflect new or revised routes,

connections, destinations and activity centers;
• Coordinate with Clackamas County, ODOT, TriMET, Metro and otherjurisdictions and agencies

to ensure that appropriate local and regional bikeway connections, for both on- and offroad
bikeways, are planned, constructed and maintained;

• Use off-street pedestrian short-cut pathways to provide routes where physical constraints or
existing development preclude the construction ofstreets with sidewalks;

• Eliminate gaps in the existing walkway network and provide pedestrian linkages between
neighborhoods;

• Employ a variety ofmethods to promote safe and convenient pedestrian access in addition to, or
instead of, sidewalks in older developed areas ofWest Linn without sidewalks;

• Where parks and recreation trails are coterminous with sidewalks, their design shall be
enhanced to serve both transportation and recreational purposes.

As proposed, upon final build-out the West Linn Trails System will include more than 87 miles of
non-motorized routes in West Linn connecting homes with businesses, jobs and recreational
opportunities. During the Plan's development, the public recommended that more than 70
percent of the newly proposed routes occur along existing public streets or in public rights-of
way. By encouraging travel through non-motorized means, these new routes directly implement
the City's transportation policies and provide more direct, economical, safer, more healthy and
more sustainable alternatives to private automobiles.
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The Plan analysis was developed in light of policies and projects from the West Linn TSP and
contains individual cross-sections which reflect the unique function of trails facilities in public
rights-of-way that serve both recreation and transportation purposes. By including a recreation
oriented perspective in the evaluation of its transportation network, the City will ensure that:
existing facilities are being utilized to their maximum potential; routes are direct and eliminate
gaps; and, are accessible to all members of the community.

Comprehensive Plan Goal 13 includes priorities for reducing the City's impact on the
environment, specifically as it regards the use of energy. Goal 13, Policy Number 7,
pertains to reducing energy consumption from the transportation sector:

• Encourage the construction and maintenance ofsidewalks and bike paths/ways to promote
alternative modes oftransportation.

Providing safe, convenient and direct pedestrian and bicycle routes encourages the use of these
and other non-motorized modes for frequent short trips between residences and important
community destinations. Increasing the share of non-motorized trips will reduce total vehicle
miles traveled by West Linn residents and will therefore reduce consumption of fossil fuels and
lower the City's output of greenhouse gas emissions.

Comprehensive Plan Goal 15 policies include direction for ensuring the preservation of
public access along the Willamette River:

• Continue to improve public access and recreation opportunities along the Willamette River
Greenway;

• Promote the creation ofa Willamette River Greenway trail paralleling the river through West
Linn;

• Maintain a Willamette River Greenway zone as defined by the LCDC adopted Willamette River
Greenway boundary to include the water area and islands, and adhere to the setback line
designated within the zone;

• Inform the public through appropriate means that the state ofOregon and the City ofWest Linn
Greenway program does not authorize the public use ofprivate property within the Greenway
boundary;

• Ensure that properties identifiedfor public acquisition have the potential to serve the purposes
ofthe Greenway, are suitable for permitting the enforcement ofexisting statutes relating to
trespass and vandalism along the Greenway, and are suitable for allowing maintenance ofthe
lands or interests acquired;

• Require a conditional use permitfor any intensification ofuses, changes in use, or developments
within the Willamette River Greenway boundary except as otherwise provided by the
Willamette River Greenway Zone, subject to the following:

o Where feasible, provide the maximum landscaped area, open space, or vegetation
between the activity and the river;

o Where feasible, provide access to and along the river by appropriate legal means
• Apply the following criteria where recreational uses are proposed:

o That local, regional, and state recreational needs are consistent with the carrying
capacity ofthe land;
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o That public recreation uses are buffered to the greatest extent practicable to minimize
disturbances and to prohibit trespassing onto adjacent private lands

• Require adequate public access to the river as part ofthe development ofpublic land
• Preserve identified scenic qualities and views
• Protect the natural vegetative fringe along the river
• Undertake efforts to make existing points ofpublic access more accessible and usable through

signing and maintenance
• Consider acquisition ofproperties or easement that would enhance the Willamette River

Greenway within the City consistent with the West Linn Park, Recreation, and Open Space Plan,
1998, which is a supporting document ofthe Comprehensive Plan.

Since the mid-1970s the community has indicated its desire for trails and multi-use pathways
along the Willamette River; support for these trails continued into the current planning effort.
The 2011 Trails Plan recommends a primary route along the Willamette River intended to provide
a continuous connection throughout the City and to the greater region.

This proposed trail directly implements the Goal 15 policies above while respecting the rights of
existing property owners along the river. The Plan recommends that during new or
redevelopment of property along the Willamette River, the City request easements, dedication or
similar means of property acquisition to preserve the necessary rights-of-way for the future
development of this facility.

West Linn Community Development Code (CDC) Chapter 28 further exhibits the City's
commitment to and desire for the development of a Willamette River Greenway trail and includes
the following standards for implementing Goal 15 policies:

The purposes ofthe Willamette and Tualatin River Protection Area are the following:

A. Protect, conserve, enhance, and maintain the natural, scenic, historical, economic,
and recreational qualities oflands along the Willamette and Tualatin Rivers.

B. Implement the policies ofthe West Linn Comprehensive Plan and the State of
Oregon's Willamette River Greenway program.

C. Establish standards and requirements for the existing and future use oflands
within the Willamette and Tualatin River Protection Areas.

D. Provide for the review ofany intensification afuse, change ofuse, or development
within the Willamette and Tualatin River Protection Areas.

£. Encourage local stewardship ofthe Willamette and Tualatin River Protection
Areas.

F. Protect, preserve and expand legal public use and access to and along the shoreline
and river, while recognizing and preserving private property rights.

G. Create incentives to direct development to areas where it is most appropriate.
H. Protect and enhance riparian habitatfor native fIora, fish, and wildlife within the

Willamette and Tualatin Rivers and along their banks. (Ord. 1576,2008)
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Chapter 28 Approval Standards. No application for development on property
within the protection area shall be approved unless the decision-making authority
finds that the following standards have been met or can be met by conditions of
approval. The development shall comply with the following criteria as applicable:

F. Access and property rights.

5. Legal access to, and along, the riverfront in single-family residential zoned
areas shall be encouraged and pursued especially when there are reasonable
expectations that a continuous trail system can be facilitated. The City recognizes
the potential needfor compensation where nexus and proportionality tests are not
met. Fee simple ownership by the City shall be preferred. The trail should be
dimensioned and designed appropriate to the terrain it traverses and the user
group(s} it can reasonably expect to attract. The City shall be responsible for
signing the trail and delineating the boundary between private and public lands or
access easements.

G. Incentives to encourage access in industrial. multi-family. mixed use.
commercial. o(fice. public and non-single-family residential zoned areas.

1. For all industrial, multi-family, mixed use, commerciat office, public and other
non-single-family residential zones, this section encourages the dedication or
establishment ofaccess easements to allow legal public access to, and along, the
river. Support for access may be found in the Parks Master Plan, a neighborhood
plan or any applicable adopted sub-area plans. The emphasis will be upon locating
paths where there is a reasonable expectation that the path can be extended to
adjacent properties to form a connective trail system in the future, and/or where
the trail will provide opportunities for appreciation of, and access to, the river.

H. Partitions. subdivisions and incentives.
4. Incentives are available to encourage provision ofpublic access to, and/or
along, the river. By these means, planned unit developments shall be able to satisfy
the shared outdoor recreation area requirements ofCDC 55.100(F). Specifically,
for every square foot ofriverfront path, the applicant will receive creditfor two
square feet in calculating the required shared outdoor recreation area square
footage. Applicants shall also be eligible for a density bonus under CDC 24.150(B}.
To be eligible to receive either ofthese incentives, applicants shall:
a. Provide a minimum 20-foot-wide all-weather public access path along the
project's entire river frontage (reduced dimensions would only be permitted in
response to physical site constraints such as rock outcroppings, significant trees,
etc.); and
b. Provide a minimum 10100t-wide all-weather public access path from an
existing public right-of-way to that riverfront path or connect the riverfront path
to an existing riverfront path on an adjoining property that accesses a public
right-of-way;

L. Roads. driveways. utilities. or passive use recreation facilities. Roads,
driveways, utilities, public paths, or passive use recreation facilities may be built in
those portions ofHCAs that include wetlands, riparian areas, and water resource
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areas when no other practical alternative exists but shall use water-permeable
materials unless City engineering standards do not allow that. Construction to the
minimum dimensional standards for roads is required. Full mitigation and
revegetation is required, with the applicant to submit a mitigation plan pursuant
to CDC 32.070 and a revegetation plan pursuant to CDC 32.080. The maximum
disturbance width for utility corridors is as follows:
1. For utility facility connections to utility facilities, no greater than 10feet wide.
2. For upgrade ofexisting utility facilities, no greater than 15feet wide.
3. For new underground utility facilities, no greater than 25 feet wide, and
disturbance ofno more than 200 linearfeet ofwater quality resource area, or 20
percent ofthe total linearfeet ofwater quality resource area, whichever is greater.

The Comprehensive Plan and CDC make clear the community's desire for trails along the
Willamette River Greenway while respecting the rights of private property owners and the
sensitivity of plant and wildlife habitat in this regionally significant corridor. The route
design typologies proposed in the Trails Plan provide flexibility where physical and
environmental constraints warrant a non-standard approach.

The Trails Plan implements Comprehensive Plan policies through improved connections
between parks, residential neighborhoods and important community destinations;
improved safety for non-motorized transportation and recreation, including improved
connections for school-aged children; improving the effectiveness of the City's existing
transportation infrastructure; eliminating gaps in the City's transportation network;
broadening the range of recreational opportunities available to West Linn residents; and,
reducing the City's overall energy consumption (a map of proposed trails is included on
page 39 of the proposed Trail Plan in Exhibit PC-4). The criteria are met.

FINDING NO.4

As previously noted, Parks Department staff, in coordination with their consultant,
conducted extensive public outreach (outlined in Chapter 2 and documented in Appendix C
of the proposed Trails Plan) at public workshops, through interactive on-line surveys, and
through ongoing discussions with the Trails Plan Technical Working Group (TWG) to
identify desired trail locations.

Public testimony received following notice of the June 15 Planning Commission hearing is
included in Exhibit PC-i. No additional public testimony has been provided.
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FILE NO.:

REQUEST:

CITY OF WEST LINN
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

EXHIBIT PC-l
PUBLIC COMMENTS

PLN-11-01

Adopt "West Linn Trails Plan: A 50-year Vision" and
minor amendments to West Linn Comprehensive Plan
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Pelz, Zach

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Sonnen, Planning Director
Planning and Building, #1524

Sonnen, John
Monday, May 23, 2011 8:17 AM
Pelz, Zach
FW: WL Trails Master Plan

West Linn Sustainabilitv Please consider the impact on the environment before printing a paper copy of this email.

Public Records Law Disclosure This e-mail is subject to the State Retention Schedule and may be made available to the public.

From: Donna Ragan [mailto:dragan1998@comcast.netJ
sent: Sunday, May 22, 2011 6:24 PM
To: Sonnen, John
Subject: WL Trails Master Plan

I was reviewing the Trail map and was unsure what a section along the Willamette identifies.

If you start at Cedar Island and go west to the residential properties on the channel, there is a bright green very thin line
along the residential waterfront. Another reference is my property at 4981 Mapleton Dr.

I'm unclear why there is the bright green line when we own that property.

Please call or email me when you have time to discuss.

Regards,

Donna Ragan

1
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Pelz, Zach

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Please add to record

John Sonnen, Planning Director

Planning and Building, #1524

Sonnen, John
Monday, May 23, 2011 8:06 AM
Pelz, Zach
FW: Trails Plan Adoption

West Linn Sustoinobilitv Please consider the impact on the environment before printing a paper copy of this email.

Public Records Low Disclosure This e-mail is subject to the State Retention Schedule and may be made available to the public.

From: Ron Brown rmailto:lelandmde@comcast.netl
sent: Saturday, May 21, 2011 2:33 PM
To: Sonnen, John
Subject: Trails Plan Adoption

West Linn City Planning Commission

Being one of several private land owners along the Tualatin River between Fields Park and Willamette Park, we have
brought up our objections to the commission about running a trail through our property. Private property was never shown
on any of the proposals during the meetings and was always shoved off to the side as if it didn't matter. As far as I can tell,
the proposed trail still goes through Private Property. This is unacceptable. I would like to see your impact studies report
concerning damage to the river environment and animal habitat when people are introduced along previously left alone
areas. How does your proposed trail along the river comply with the CDC regulations that protect the vegetation and
wildlife along the water ways? What gives you the right to propose anything that goes through privately owned property
without their consent?

Ron & Sarah Brown

1
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EXHIBIT PC-2
AFFIDAVIT AND NOTICE MAILING PACKET

FILE NO.:

REQUEST:

PLN-11-01

Adopt "West Linn Trails Plan: A 50-year Vision" and
minor amendments to West Linn Comprehensive Plan

17
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(signed) _

(signed).__--::- _

(signed)---=cltIl';;L:="- _

(Signed)~
(signed)~ -------

(signed), _

AFFIDAVIT OF NOTICE
We, the undersigned do hereby certify that, in the interest of the party (parties) initiating a proposed land use, the
following took place on the dates indicated below:

GENERAL
FileNo. YLN- \\"0 \ Applicant's Name
Development Name _
Scheduled Meeting/Decision Date ~--"I..L' _

NOTICE: Notices were sent at least 20 days prior to the scheduled hearing, meeting, or decision date per Section
99.080 of the Conunumty Development Code. (check below)

./TYPEA __
A. The applicant (date) _

B. Affected property owners (date) _

C. School District/Board (date) ----!5~.,,;-~~
D. Other affected gov't. agencies (date) --5...J-'~

E. Affected neighborhood assns. (date) S \2-5\ q
F. All parties to an appeal or review (date) _

At least 10 days prior to the scheduled hearing or meeting, notice was published/posted:

Tidings (published date) __<.D-=-=-~l>-;-'-;-l=-- _
City's website (posted date) S \2iol,J\---' _
SIGN

(signed) ~.~.(....__.v'~-----,/ __
(signed)_.=....=----'~-.:~_'___2.~-v'V-=--~--_

\

At least 10 days prior to the scheduled hearing, meeting or decision date, a sign was posted on the property per
Section 99.080 of the Community Development Code.

(date) _ (signed) _

(signed).__~,___-------

(signed) ~ ------

(signed), ------"~-----

(signed) ~----

(signed). --''u- _

NOTICE: Notices were sent at least 14 days prior to the scheduled hearing, meeting, or decision date per Section
99.080 of the Commumty Development Code. (check below)

TYPEB
A. The a licant (date) ---"~----

B. Affecte roperty owners (date) ---"<- _

C. School Disb·· t/Board (date) '\--__

D. Other affected v't. agencies (date) ---"<-__

E. Affected neighbor ad assns. (date) ----->.,,-

Notice was posted on the City's website at least 10 days prior to the scheduled hearing or meeting.
Date: (signed). _

STAFF REPORT mailed to applicant, City Council/Planning Commission and any other applicable parties 10 days
prior to the scheduled hearing.

(date) _ (signed) _

FINAL DECISION notice mailed to applicant, all other parties with standing, and, if zone change, the County
surveyor's office.

(date) _ (signed) _

p:\devn'w\forms\affidvt of notice-land use (9/09)
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CITY OF WEST LINN
PLANNING COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARING

PLNII-Ol

• PROPOSED COMPREHENSIVE TRAILS SYSTEM MASTER PLAN
• AMENDMENTS TO WEST LINN COMPREHENSIVE PLAN TO

REFERENCE NEW TRAILS PLAN

On June 15, 2011, at 7:30 PM, in the West Linn City Hall Council Chambers (22500
Salamo Road, West Linn),the West Linn Planning Commission will hold a public hearing
regarding the proposed Comprehensive Trails System Master Plan and associated
proposed amendments to the West Linn Comprehensive Plan.

The primary purposes for adopting the "2011 West Linn Trails Plan: A 50-year Vision"
are to:

1. Implement the community's vision for a system of interconnected on-and off
street pedestrian and bicycle facilities; and,

2. Identify the location and preliminary design characteristics of future trails.

The primary purposes of the amendments to the Comprehensive Plan are to:

1. Establish the "2011 West Linn Trails Plan: A 50-year Vision" as a supporting
document of the Comprehensive Plan; and

2. Add policies and action items which facilitate future amendments to the West
Linn Community Development Code (CDC) as necessary to implement the 2011
West Linn Trails Plan

A number of the recommendations identified in the 2011 West Linn Trails Plan are
included in the adopted 2007 West Linn Parks, Recreation and Open Space Master Plan
and the 1998 Parks Plan. The new plan refines the trail recommendations from these two
previously adopted plans and adds alignments and design typologies which facilitate
flexible design standards that are better able to respond to unique site characteristics and
future fmancial resources.

The hearing will be conducted in accordance with the rules of CDC Section 98.120.
CDC. Anyone wishing to present written testimony on this proposed action may do so in
writing prior to, or at the public hearing. Oral testimony may be presented at the public
hearing. At the public hearing, the Planning Commission will receive a staff report
presentation from the City Planner, and invite both oral and written testimony. The
Planning Commission may continue the public hearing to another meeting to obtain
additional information, or close the public hearing and take action on the application.
Failure to raise an issue in person or by letter at some point prior to the close of the
hearing, or failure to provide sufficient specificity to afford the decision maker an
opportunity to respond to the issue, precludes an appeal to the Land Use Board of
Appeals based on that issue. At least 10 days prior to the hearing, a copy of the staff
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report will be available for inspection and also on the City's web site at
http://westlinnoregon.gov/planning/comprehensive-trails-master-plan.

Following the hearing, the Planning Commission will make a recommendation to the
City Council. The Council will make a final decision regarding the proposed amendments
following its own public hearing.

For further information, please contact Zach Pelz, Special Projects Planner, at City Hall,
22500 Salamo Road, West Linn, OR 97068, (503) 723-2542, or
zpelz@westlinnoregon.gov.

SHAUNA SHROYER
Planning Administrative Assistant

Publish: West Linn Tidings, Thursday, June 2, 2011
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EXHIBIT PC-3
PROPOSED COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

AMENDMENTS

FILE NO.:

REQUEST:

PLN-11-01

Adopt "West Linn Trails Plan: A 50-year Vision" and
minor amendments to West Linn Comprehensive Plan

21
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GOAL 8: PARKS AND RECREATION

BACKGROUND AND FINDINGS

Results from a survey conducted for the 1998 Park, Recreation and Open Space Plan noted that walking,

jogging, nature walks, and hiking participation were rated higher among West Linn residents than the

average in the Pacific Northwest. Currently, the City has trail systems within five major parks, but no

pedestrian linkages between them. CreatioR of a Cit'{ '....ide J3att:HtJa'{s'{steFR Ras stroRg SI::tJ3J3ort froFR

resideRts aRd cORtiRl::tes to l3e a tOJ3 J3riorit'{ for tRe City's Parks aRd RecreatioR [)e!3artFReRtThe 2011

West Linn Trails Plan: A 50 Year Vision for the Future, identifies gaps in the City's existing trails network

and recommends solutions to eliminate these gaps.

GOALS, POLICIES, AND RECOMMENDED ACTION MEASURES

POLICIES

2. Develop and maintain the City's park system based on the following classification system:

linear parks and trails

mini-parks

neighborhood parks

community parks

regional parks

special use areas

natural areasjgreenways

landscaped areas

5. Provide for specialized recreation needs such as soccer fields, baseball diamonds, tennis courts,

swimming pools, senior centers, and other facilities that have City-wide demand, based on the-1998

2007 Park~ Recreation and Open Space Plan and the 2011 West Linn Trails Plan.
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RECOMMENDED ACTION MEASURES

1. Continue an aggressive program for acquisition and development of a park and open space system

to provide an adequate supply of usable open space and recreational facilities, directly related to

the specific needs ofthe local residents, based on the park classification system and standards in the

2007 Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan and the 2011 West Linn Trails.

3. Update the City's Community Development Code to ensure implementation of the 2007 Parks,

Recreation and Open Space Plan and the 2011 West Linn Trails Plan, consistent with industry best

practices.

4. Integrate those trail recommendations from the 2011 West Linn Trails Plan that occur within the

public right-of-way or that serve primarily a transportation function, into the analysis and evaluation

of pedestrian, bicycle, transit and other non-motor vehicle alternatives in the City's Transportation

System Plan.

Create a cOFRJ3rehensive, City wi(;je J3atl:lway systeFR that I3rovi(;jes a variety oftrail e)(l3eriences an(;j

connects e)(isting an(;j fl:ltl:lre recreational facilities. 'Athen necessary, (;je(;jicate a l3ortion of the

l3e(;jestrian network, as ol:ltline(;j in the West Linn TransJ3ortation SysteFR Plan (TSP) a(;j0l3te(;j

NO'JeFRBer 1998, for recreational facilities where tl:ley forFR a vital link in the City's trail systeFR,

e)(ceJ3ting greenway an(;j other trails in the Parks, Recreation an(;j 0l3en SJ3ace Plan. All of these I3lans

are Sl:ll3l3orting (;jOCl:lFRents of tl:le COFRl3rehensive Plan.
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GOAL 12: TRANSPORTATION
BACKGROUND AND FINDINGS

The City of West Linn is served by two major regional transportation facilities; Interstate 205, a freeway
running east-west, and State Highway 43 (Willamette Drive) running north-south. Interstate 205, when
constructed, considerably altered the physical appearance of West Linn. It eliminated much of the
historic center of West Linn near Willamette Falls and the Old Oregon City Bridge, and divided the
Willamette neighborhood to the west from the rest of the city. 1-205 currently reaches or exceeds its
carrying capacity during peak commuting times, and traffic is expected to increase further, resulting in
significant deterioration in service.

GOALS, POLICIES, AND RECOMMENDED ACTION MEASURES
GOALS

1. Provide a transportation system for the City of West Linn that:
a. Provides for maximum mobility while encouraging modes of transportation other than the

automobile.
b. Provides for connectivity within and between neighborhoods, developments and community

centers, using new and existing transportation services tRaHs consistent with Metro's street
and walkway spacing standards, the 2008 West Linn Transportation System Plan and the 2011
West Linn Trails Plan.

GENERAL POLICIES AND ACTION MEASURES

ACTION MEASURES

BICYCLES
POLICIES

Provide striped and signed bicycle lanes on all arterial and collector roadways consistent with the
policies of the Transportation System Plan and the 2011 West Linn Trails Plan.

ACTION MEASURES

Adopt a Bikeways Network Master Plan, consistent with the Transportation System Plan and 2011 West
Linn Trails Plan, and update as needed, to reflect new or revised routes, connections, destinations and
activity centers.

PEDESTRIAN POLICIES

Promote a comprehensive cohesive network of pedestrian paths, lanes, and routes that accomplishes
the following objectives:
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6. Implements the recommendations in the City's Transportation System Plan and 2011 West linn
Trails Plan
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GOAL 15: WILLAMETTE RIVER GREENWAY

Recommended Action Measures

3. Consider acquisition of properties or easements that would enhance the Willamette River Greenway

within the City consistent with the 2007 West Linn Park~, Recreation, and Open Space Plan;-±998, and

the 2011 West Linn Trails Plan which isare a supporting document~ of the Comprehensive Plan.
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FILE NO.:

REQUEST:

EXHIBIT PC-4
APPLICANT SUBMITTAL

PLN-ll-0l

Adopt "West Linn Trails Plan: A 50-year Vision" and
minor amendments to West Linn Comprehensive Plan

27
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City of West Linn

2011 West Linn Trails Plan: A 50-year Vision for the Future
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The City of West Linn has envisioned a well developed City-wide
network of trails since the mid-1970s. There are currently 25.6 miles of
trails in West Linn which exist primarily within parks and open spaces
and provide little connectivity between neighborhoods, commercial
areas and other important community destinations.

The 2011 Trails Plan proposes nearly 62 miles of new trail routes, via
a combination of on- and off-street facilities, that will connect residents
with important destinations in West Linn and throughout the region.
Synchronizing on-street facilities with off-street facilities provides
recreation and transportation benefits to the City and its residents and
supports the City's efforts to maximize the effectiveness of its existing
infrastructure, reduces the City's reliance on fossil fuels and lowers
greenhouse gas contributions, promotes healthier transportation
alternatives, improves safety for children walking and biking to school,
and broadens the range of available recreation opportunities.

The development of the Plan relied heavily on input received from
the public. A project website kept residents informed about the
Plan's status, news and events. Residents and other interested
parties proposed and provided comment on individual trail segments
through an interactive online forum. Community intercept events
informed the public, early on, of the purpose of the project and timeline
of project events. Public workshops and neighborhood meetings
gathered additional public input from residents in various parts of
the City. Finally, a Technical Working Group, comprised of City
Staff, representatives from the City's advisory boards and Planning
Commission, and State and Federal agencies, met at key project
milestones to review project status and elicit feedback.

The 2011 Trails Plan refines the trail concepts from the 2007 Parks,
Recreation and Open Space Plan by establishing a system of route
typologies not bound to rigid design specifications. Flexible design
standards will enable the City to take advantage of land development
opportunities as they arise and will ensure thoughtful and considerate
approaches when addressing physical, environmental and other such
constraints.

m\' '-- .
'"!

executive summary

E,isfing '/i-,li! S.)'Sf~1II

••' West Linn Existing Trails System

','
·"·"~V........ ...-=-...,~,_ .•_..... i "

Propos~d irai! S.J'Sf~1II

••' West Linn Trails System Concept Plan

I. INTRODUCTION I ix
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I. INTRODUCTION

West Linn residents are now ready to implement their vision for
a city-wide trail system. Over the past three decades, residents
have articulated their desires for a city-wide trail system during the
development of a number of adopted parks and recreation plans.

The Trails Plan presents a set of proposals resulting from extensive
public input and analysis of existing opportunities and challenges of
the existing West Linn trails system. Based on citizen input, we have
created a vision for our community which aligns parks and recreation,
transportation and future development. The plan was developed
around the priorities of safety, access and cooperation.

The West Linn Trails Plan provides a range of options for the City
Planners and property owners by promoting flexibility and creativity
in the design and development of trails to achieve the prioritized
alignments.

The West Linn Trails Plan (Trails Plan) is the next step in advancing
the policies and recommendations set forth in past planning efforts.
The Trails Plan describes how to make West Linn's trail system come
to fruition through actual projects and proposed alignments, based on a
strong foundation of public input and planning.

PLANNING FOUNDATION
The 1998 PROS Plan refined the City's vision for a city-wide trail
system initially developed in the mid-1970s. With the adoption of the
2007 PROS Plan, the City reaffirmed the desire for a city-wide trails
network as an integral part of making West Linn a livable city, and as a
key contributor to the health and wellness of its community members.

I. INTRODUCTION I 1
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introduction

The Cit)' ofWt!.rt Linn is located alo/lg the
W'illalllette RiIm" ill Clackalllas COll/l~J\

2 I 2011 WEST LINN TRAILS PLAN

A major recommendation of the PROS Plan is the development of
a regional, community wide and riverfront trail system. The PROS
Plan calls for a system of trails with a goal of "[providing] convenient
access to the network of passive-oriented parks, which are linked
by a trail system." The Plan also identifies the need to "link parks,
provide riverfront recreation opportunities and connect parks to other
destinations in the city." Based on these values, the PROS Plan
includes trail classifications for three types of trails.

In addition to the recommendations called out in the two PROS Plans,
the Trails Plan aims to integrate goals and objectives set forth in the
City's Comprehensive Plan and Imagine West Linn described below.

Comprehensive Plan

Provide a transportation system that encourages modes of
transportation other than the automobile and is convenient, safe
and efficient;

Develop and implement measures to connect service areas,
neighborhoods, and subdivisions via all practical modes of travel;

• Provide interconnections for pedestrian pathways and other means;
and

Promote connections between parks and recreation areas.

Imagine West Linn

Implement the Trails Plan to assure that neighborhoods, schools,
and parks are all interconnected by safe pedestrian and bicycle
pathways;

Require dedication of trail corridors especially trails along
Willamette and Tualatin Rivers;

Improve the planning and design of streets, trails and buildings to
promote alternative modes of transportation; and

Build on the network of parks, natural areas, walkways and bike
paths in the community; and
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Create a river walkway and greenway connections.

ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL TRAIL SYSTEM
A successful trail system is functional, safe and fun, and has the long
term support of the city and its users. To achieve such a trail system,
the Trails Plan process relied on a comprehensive approach, based on
a four tiered model shown in Figure 1.

Public Support and Unified Vision
At the foundation of a successful trail system is public support and a
unified vision. The trail system should uphold the values of West Linn
residents that have been expressed through the City's unified vision
(Imagine West Linn) and other planning documents. Public involvement
opportunities discussed in Chapter 2 describe the outreach effort that
was an integral part of the Trails Plan.

introduction

Ihe Cit), ofWest Linn is comprised ofa
/II/mba ~rdo.<e knit lleighborhoods.

Fig/In- 1: l:Jt'1IlOlf5 (~ra Succesditl Ti'ail
~)'stI'111

I. INTRODUCTION I 3
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introduction

THE POPULATION OF SPOKANE'S URBAN

AREAS ARE EXPECTED TO GROW BY 30%

IN THE NEXT 20 YEARS, PRESENTING THE

NEED TO BETTER COORDINATE LAND

USE AND TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

Comprehensive Planning and Design

Consideration of a range of factors is necessary to develop trails
that are well used while limiting the negative impact of trails on the
surrounding environment. The sustainable model of trail planning and
design is the most effective way of ensuring success. As defined by the
National Park Service, a sustainable trail system is one that:

Protects the environment;

Meets the needs of users while minimizing conflict between
different user groups; and

Requires little maintenance.

Education and Awareness

Education about and awareness of the trail system help make it easy
to find and use trails and can promote user safety and responsibility.
A deliberate community-wide trail education and awareness campaign
is also crucial to leverage trail funding and continued support for future
trail projects.

Funding and Maintenance

Implementation of the Trails Plan will require adequate funding
to construct and maintain trails. After development, periodic trail
monitoring and routine maintenance keep trails functioning properly
while helping to protect investments and extend resources.

Wlnter2010 SpIlng/Summer
2010

Fall 2010 Wlnler2010

4 I 2011 WEST LINN TRAILS PLAN

FiguTt' 2: 1ht' P/t/nning Proem
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PLANNING PROCESS
West Linn previously identified a need for trails and already developed
a trail system concept through past planning efforts. Beginning
with the PROS Plan trails concept, the Trails Plan process refined
the envisioned trail system through extensive public involvement,
evaluation of existing trails and data analysis. This targeted planning
process aimed to move from the visioning and concept development
of past planning efforts to the identification and prioritization of specific
alignments.

The process for developing the Trails Plan involved four phases,
beginning in Winter 2010 with a review of existing conditions and
ending with the plan adoption in Winter 2011 (Figure 2).

Phase I: Existing Conditions

The planning team established baseline data and knowledge for the
plan during Phase 1, resulting in a solid foundation for later analysis.
During this phase, the planning team introduced the project website
(www.westlinntrailsplan.org): a major component of the public outreach
and a tool for two-way interaction between the planning team and the
community. Also during this phase, the review of existing conditions
included an inventory of existing and planned trails as well as on
street bicycle routes; a review of earlier plans, policies and operations;
and identification of opportunities, issues, and challenges to consider
during the planning process. Information gathered during Phase I was
documented in the Existing Conditions Report.

Phase II: Analysis

This phase incorporated a detailed technical analysis of the trail system
and the development of alternative alignments and routings that would
achieve the visions put forward in past planning efforts. During this
phase, the planning team held a variety of public involvement activities
to get feedback from the community including use of an interactive,
online map to solicit input for potential routing. The analysis also
helped form a set of criteria to identify alternative route systems, and

introduction

COII/mcrrial u.<cs call potelltially
illvitomtc alld improvc lII'eas ~r

dou,lIto/ulI Spokalle tbat lack pedestria II

all/Cllitics alollg established tnlllsit I·outes.

I. INTRODUCTION I 5
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introduction

to evaluate routes against their concurrency with existing plans, potential
to encounter environmental constraints and the routes ability to create
and enhance connections throughout the city. The results of the analysis
phase led directly to the creation of the Trails Plan.

Phase III: Plan Development

The third phase of the process consolidated results from the previous
phases into a draft plan format. During Phase III, the planning team
organized existing conditions and trail analysis data to build components
of the final plan, including recommendations and strategies for
implementation and trail development.

Phase IV: Plan Refinement & Adoption

Phase IV included preparation of a full draft of the West Linn Trails Plan,
incorporating the refined trails concept developed and reviewed during
Phase III. A key step of this phase consisted of a community-wide open
house to present and test the draft plan to the public. Following this step,
the final phase allowed for a formal review and adoption process by City
officials, including the Parks Board and City Council.

6 I 2011 WEST LINN TRAILS PLAN
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introduction

PLAN OVERVIEW

The Trails Plan is organized into the following five chapters and three
appendices.

A Introduction. This chapter provides an overview of the plan and its
purpose, the planning process and organization of the Plan.

B Public Involvement. The second chapter summarizes the public
outreach opportunities used throughout the planning process and
presents key findings used to guide the direction of the conceptual
trail system.

C Existing Conditions. This chapter describes the existing
characteristics of West Linn, including the natural environment,
land use and transportation system. Included is a summary of the
existing trail system.

D Trail System Plan. Chapter four describes the envisioned trail
system plan. The chapter begins with an overview of the trail
system, and summarizes the analysis process used to determine
the concept.

E Recommendations. The final chapter provides recommendations
to implement the plan and prioritize trail development. This chapter
includes recommendations related to trail design and support
programs as well as a summary of planning level costs.

Appendix A: Trail Analysis includes maps which visually depict the
various stages of the trail selection and prioritization methodology.

Appendix B: Regulations and Standards summarizes relevant policies
for implementing the Plan.

Appendix C: Public Outreach Documentation includes the workshop
summaries, agendas and maps, the website comments archive and
other public materials used to develop the Plan.

I. INTRODUCTION I 7
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II. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

A successful trail system relies on public support and a unified vision. To
develop a solid foundation for the Plan and ensure a high level of project
transparency, the City of West Linn gathered feedback from as many
residents and stakeholders as possible. The planning team used a variety
of activities to ensure participation from all of West Linn's neighborhoods,
including various age groups and diverse interests.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT STRATEGY
With the need for trails already established through previous planning
efforts, the West Linn Trails Plan focused on trail analysis and potential
alignments. The comprehensive vision of a city-wide trails system
expressed in the Imagine West Linn vision update outlined several
objectives for future trail planning. In addition, the 2007 Parks, Recreation
and Open Space Plan included a needs assessment, during which the
City gauged public interest and provided additional information about the
needed trail system.

With this groundwork in place, the public involvement strategy for the
Trails Plan was designed to move to the next level of trails planning
by engaging the public in further defining specific trail alignments and
identifying local conditions affecting the design and development of the
trail system. Most importantly, the strategy was designed to elicit feedback
regarding priorities and preferred alternatives, resulting in a trail system
that is well designed and well used.

Refining the Trail System Concept

The Trails Plan relied on a multi-faceted and continuous public
involvement strategy that occurred throughout the planning process. One
of the primary outcomes of this effort is a plan that reflects the unique
needs and desires of West Linn residents. Yet another key result of this
effort led to the refinement of the PROS trail concept, into a buildable trail
system.

8 I 2011 WEST LINN TRAILS PLAN
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public involvement

Early on in the process, feedback from residents indicated that slight
changes to the PROS Plan concept were needed based on a closer look
at potential alignments. Tools such as the interactive web based map
allowed those using the website to identify specific areas of the City and
comment on potential challenges and opportunities. Mapping exercises at
the public workshops gave participants a similar opportunity, also allowing
for discussion with other residents. This allowed for the discovery of new
ideas and served to build community buy-in and support.

While participation in the planning process was key to refining the
trail system concept, the future success of the trail system will require
continued education and awareness of the trail system, trail etiquette
and future support. Chapter 5 outlines further outreach and education
recommendations as part of the trail support program.

Figure 3: Public bJllo!z'e1llellt ill the Plan Process

Public Outreach Opportunities

The Trails Plan relied on public participation throughout each phase of
the plan process. While the project website and online public commenting
tools allowed the public to weigh in throughout the entire process, other
activities (such as the community intercept events) occurred at key points
in the planning process. The initial phases had the most opportunities for
involvement to allow for an adequate assessment of the existing system
and to gather extensive feedback regarding on-the-ground conditions.
Figure 3 illustrates the different types of public outreach opportunities that
occurred at different phases of the plan.
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A complete summary of the public involvement results, as well as public
involvement materials, can be found under separate cover in Appendix
C: Public Outreach Documentation.

Project Management Team

The Project Management Team (PMT) worked collaboratively during
the entire plan process and consisted of the MIG Team and City staff.
The PMT provided policy direction, evaluated process and timeline
adjustments to accommodate community needs, and also served to
organize events and meetings.

Comprehensive Trails Plan Website

The Comprehensive Trails Plan website served as the forum to facilitate
interaction between the project team and the community during the
planning process. The website allowed the project team to share
information with the public throughout the plan process. The site kept
the community up-to-date on events and news, and it also allowed the
public to review documents and provide comments on the trail system.
Together these functions ensured transparency during the planning
process.

Online Public Comment

One of the most important components of the project website was
the ability to use interactive, online commenting. Interactive mapping
proved to be a valuable tool of the website, allowing the public to review
documents on their own time. This was especially useful during the
detailed review of existing, draft and final trail concept maps. Through
this feature, reviewers indicated specific alignment preferences and
could make comments directly on areas of the map that present
challenges or opportunities.

Community Intercept Events

During the first phase of the project, the planning team participated in
three different citywide events to publicize the planning effort, gather
public input and promote the project website. During the events, the
planning team was on hand to discuss West Linn's trail resources
through informational displays and handouts, while allowing the
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public to become familiar with the project, ask questions and provide
feedback. The interactive displays included a trail map to inform residents
about their trail resources and allow them to identify opportunities and
constraints, as well as community needs and priorities. The intercept
events occurred at the following dates and locations:

Saturday, December 5th
, 2009 at 6:00 PM at West Linn Central

Village;

Saturday, December 12Lh , 2009 at 10:00 AM at Willamette Falls Drive;
and

Sunday, December 13lh , 2009 from 10:30 AM to 2:00 PM at West Linn
High School.

Public Workshops

There were three public workshops held in each of the City's planning
areas. At the meetings, the planning team presented an overview of the
planning process and the work done to date. A total of 100 people signed
in to hear the presentation and participate in the group discussion about
trail users and trail system elements. The second half of the meeting
was dedicated to a small group mapping exercise, in which participants
indicated the types of preferred routes and linkages different types of trail
users would use. The exercise also allowed participants to draw their own
route preferences and note other opportunities and challenges. The public
workshops occurred at the following dates and locations:

February 16th, 2010 from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM at Cedaroak Primary
School;

February 22nd, 2010 from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM at Willamette Primary
School; and

February 24th, 2010 from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM at Bolton Primary
School.

Neighborhood Meetings

City staff met with the public at several neighborhood meetings
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throughout the City. At these meetings, City staff provided information
on upcoming events, shared information regarding the project website,
public workshops and intercept events. The meetings provided an
opportunity for neighborhood residents to learn about the trail plan and
provide input on their preferences.

The Technical Working Group (TWG)

The TWG met at key milestones to provide review, technical advice and
input on plan directions. The group included City staff from the Parks
and Recreation and Planning departments, representatives from the
Planning Commission and City advisory boards and other agency and
organization representatives.

KEY FINDINGS
West Linn residents shared many ideas about the City's existing
trails network and its links to open space and natural areas. Based
on feedback gathered from the planning process, there are several
opportunities and challenges that can be addressed through the Trails
Plan.

Throughout the public involvement process, participants expressed
ideas that shifted from the previous PROS Plan trail concept. A closer
look at existing conditions revealed a list of challenges, making the trail
concept contrast to land use and development patterns and natural
resource constraints. West Linn is almost entirely built-out, with few
undeveloped areas that could provide potential for new trails. Hillsides
also pose a challenge in West Linn.

However, findings from the public involvement activities also presented
a range of opportunities from which to build on. Many residents
discussed their use of West Linn's quiet streets for walking. While there
are several streets lacking sidewalks, some of these have low vehicle
traffic volumes and are the only areas available for walking and biking.
When combined with off-street trails, the use of on-street routes could
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serve to complete the system of trails. The public's interest in on-street
trail connections shifted the focus of the trails concept from off-street
trails to on-street connections, and the need for this Plan to inform the
non-motorized transportation element of the next update to the City's
Transportation System Plan (TSP).

A visual method of presenting major themes that emerged from the public
involvement opportunities is through a word cloud (Figure 4). This image
was generated using public comments gathered during the planning
process and depicts the most frequently mentioned words (the larger
words represent more frequently used words). As shown by Figure 4, the
words "trail" and "park" are the most common, while "Willamette," "river,"
"needs," "school" and "property" are also common.

Figure 4: Public Illput Word Cloud
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Making connections
The steep slopes and existing development pattern in West Linn
make getting around difficult. There are limited routes that connect
businesses or parks with homes, leading to an increased reliance on
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driving to local destinations. While no two neighborhoods are alike, a
lack of connectivity throughout the city is a common issue. Many of
West Linn's neighborhoods are fragmented due to steep topography,
busy streets and limited access. Major barriers include Hwy 43 and
1-205. Participants indicated a need for safe connections that link the
Willamette Falls neighborhood and commercial center across to central
West Linn.

Areas such as Mary S. Young Park are popular and access to the
Willamette River is important to many residents. Yet many of West
Linn's parks and natural areas also lack connections. Many participants
emphasized the need for a continuous trail that connects along the
Willamette River to provide opportunities to experience nature and for
recreation as well as transportation.

Perhaps most important are safe routes for children to get to local
schools. The lack of safe and convenient connections to city schools
surfaced through almost all public involvement activities as a major
challenge. There are also many destinations in and around West Linn
that are visited by local and neighboring residents and commuters.
Commercial centers are dispersed throughout the city with limited
opportunities to access these areas by biking or walking. Bordering the
city to the north, Marylhurst University is connected by Hwy 43, and
the City of Lake Oswego is primarily connected to West Linn by Hwy
43 and Rosemont Road. Both streets have busy traffic and can be
uninviting to pedestrians and bicyclists.

The integration of the trail system with other transportation modes
was also noted by participants. Transit stops and parking areas are
destinations that can be connected with the trail system. In some
cases, trail users can use one mode of transportation such as public
transportation or a personal vehicle, then walk or bike on the trail
system.
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Minimizing impacts

A common issue voiced by the public is impacts to the environment
and surrounding property. The City's steep slopes and wet weather
present greater potential for erosion. Other sensitive environmental
areas include the Willamette and Tualatin Rivers, open space and
wildlife habitat including trees and smaller tributaries. Impacts to
adjacent homes and development are also a concern. While there
are many opportunities for trail routes to keep needed distance from
homes, existing development patterns makes connecting these routes a
challenge.

Providing safe routes to schools

Safe routes to local schools are lacking. Children not living next to
schools have a lack of choice when getting to school. There is no
school bus service for children that live within a mile radius of their
school, making it difficult for all but the closest neighbors to walk or bike
safely.

Using sidewalks and bike lanes

While much of the city is built-out, leaving limited potential for building
off-street trails, sidewalks and bike lanes can fill gaps in trail routes, and
are a preferred type of facility for many residents. Yet many streets do
not have consistent sidewalks and bike lanes, or lack these facilities
entirely. There is no need for land acquisition or use negotiation as
street rights-of-way are already within the city's inventory in most areas
of the city.

Promoting safety

Safety is an overarching concern within the existing trail system. The
lack of safe connections and pedestrian and bicyclist facilities creates
conflict with motorists, as well as other trail users. While the level grade
and relatively good shoulders along Hwy 43 make the route a popular
one for pedestrians and cyclists, the corridor is also an uncomfortable
one for these users. Traffic and speed are common concerns of those
walking, running or bicycling along Hwy 43 and other busy roads in the
city. There is also a lack of signage informing users where to access
trails or the rules and regulations that keep trails safe. Poor design and
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a lack of lighting also keeps users away, as limited visibility can lead to
undesirable activities.

Increasing maintenance

Existing trail routes are in different conditions, ranging from poor to
excellent. While it will be important for new trails to be adequately
maintained, the existing network has several issues ranging from
potholes in bike lanes, to broken sidewalks and eroded trails. To pay for
maintenance, it will be necessary to secure funding that can support the
existing and future system.

Creating opportunities for all

Access to city destinations is important to all users, regardless of
age or ability. While trails are important for transportation purposes,
the recreational opportunities that trails provide are also important.
Currently, there aren't many opportunities for beginning or novice
bicyclists or skaters in West Linn. The hilly topography can make routes
unwelcoming, while stairs and other obstacles are challenging for some
users. Yet challenging routes are desired by other users. There are
currently limited opportunities for activities such as mountain bike single
track.

Providing outreach and education

There is currently limited information about trails in West Linn. While
safe routes exist, they wind through the city with no clear route
identification or signage. Many residents are concerned about how
future trails and trail users will affect homes and property. While there
is support for a trail system, the development of new trails will require
a deliberate outreach effort with affected property owners to resolve
concerns. The trail system will also need the continued support of the
public to ensure long term funding and maintenance. Education efforts
should also provide opportunities to learn proper trail etiquette and
stewardship.
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III. EXISTING CONDITIONS

The context for trail planning in West Linn is characterized by a variety
of opportunities and challenges. Existing homes, limited access and
development patterns, steep slopes and environmentally sensitive
areas and busy streets and highways all limit where trails can be
located. But the use of existing rights-of-way and the potential use of
undeveloped natural areas serve as opportunities for developing the
trail system.

To understand existing conditions and set the stage for the Trails
Plan, the planning team relied on public input and a review of
relevant planning documents. While public meetings shed light on
pressing issues, a review of the City's neighborhood plans identified
key concepts and recommendations for local areas within West
Linn. Further, a review of City plans such as the Comprehensive
Plan and Transportation System Plan provided an understanding of
important planning goals and requirements related to land use and
transportation. County and regional plans such as the Clackamas
County Comprehensive Plan and Metro 2035 Regional Transportation
Plan also contain goals and policies that affect West Linn. A complete
summary of existing plans is provided in Appendix B: Regulations &
Standards.

Growth, Land Use and Transportation

Some of the most significant factors that influence trails planning are
population growth, land use and transportation. Together, these three
factors point to existing and future challenges and opportunities and
must be considered in the proposed trail system design.

Growth

The needs of existing residents, as well as future growth impacts,
establish parameters for planning future trails. According to the most
recent population estimates, West Linn had 24,455 residents in 2010.
By 2017, West Linn's Comprehensive Plan anticipates a population of
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31,723 with an average annual growth rate of 1.8%.

Land Use

A review of land uses helps determine the types of destinations
that the trail system can connect with. West Linn is a City of several
neighborhoods. There are eleven officially recognized neighborhood
associations that assist with planning and land uses within their
neighborhood boundaries. A list of neighborhood plans is provided in
Appendix B.

Land use and development in the city is bound by the Urban Growth
Boundary (UGB). The City of West Linn is responsible for planning
and providing urban services within this boundary. The Portland
metropolitan area UGB forms the western boundary of West Linn's
urban area. While the majority of land within the city's UGB is
developed, the city is surrounded by extensive undeveloped and
unincorporated Clackamas County land. However, any planning and
development outside of West Linn's UGB requires close coordination
with the County, Metro and state agencies.

Development in West Linn is predominately residential, with single
family houses accounting for about 75% of residential zoning. Multi
family and more intensive residential uses are located along Highway
43, Santa Anita Drive and Salamo Road in central West Linn, and
Blankenship Road along 1-205. An area of the Willamette neighborhood
is also designated as a historic district on the National Register of
Historic Places.

West Linn does not have a singular downtown center or central
business district. Instead, commercial areas are concentrated at
four sites: to the south along 1-205; west, along Salamo Road; east,
along Highway 43; and north, along Hidden Springs Road. The City's
industrial land is located along Willamette Falls Drive. Portland Metro
identifies two urban centers in West Linn: south, along 1-205; and east,
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along Highway 43.

Transportation

The physical layout of the City's transportation system greatly influences
where trails can be located and where trails are needed. While some city
neighborhoods have sidewalks and convenient access to bike routes,
other parts of the city are isolated, lacking pedestrian or bicycle amenities.
Many local streets end in cul-de-sacs or do not connect to adjacent
development. This can result in an increase in traffic on existing through
streets and an increased reliance on driving for local trips.

Along southern West Linn, 1-205 serves as a barrier between areas north
of the highway, and the Willamette neighborhood and Willamette River.
There are two 1-205 on-ramps that provide access to West Linn: at the
intersection of Highway 43 to the east and at the 10lh Street intersection to
the west. Six under and overpasses crossing Highway 1-205 provide safe
opportunities for pedestrians and bicyclists.

Highway 43 - also known as Willamette Drive - connects West Linn to
Lake Oswego to the north and Oregon City to the south. The Highway
connects to the historic Oregon City-West Linn Bridge that spans the
Willamette River. This bridge serves as West Linn's only pedestrian
and bicycle access to cross the Willamette River. According to the
Transportation System Plan, the highway is a designated bikeway.
However, bikeways are not required to have sidewalks and they are
lacking on one or both sides of the street for pedestrians in most areas.

To the west, Rosemont Road provides the City's primary local access
to destinations west of the city. The street is a designated bike route
however, the route contains horizontal and vertical curves and blind
entrances as well as narrow travel ways, which present challenges to
cyclists. Another designated bike route is Willamette Falls Drive which
parallels the Willamette River and 1-205. Along with Tualatin Avenue to
the south, the street provides access across the Tualatin River.
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Current commuting habits in West Linn are similar to the statewide data,
with the majority of West Linn residents commuting to work by driving
alone (73.8%). However, this number has decreased from 78.5% in 2000.
While the percentage of commuters driving alone has decreased, the
percentage of commuters walking to work has increased, from 1.4% in
2000 to 3% in 2006-2008. As the City's population continues to grow, the
City's trail system can serve the community by reducing vehicle traffic and
congestion, providing more convenient transportation options and safe
routes to school, increasing access to recreation and promoting healthier
lifestyles.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

The City of West Linn is situated along the western bank of the Willamette
River and is bordered to the southwest by the Tualatin River.

Climate
Climate influences trail use and trail design. The area's mild temperatures
allow residents to pursue outdoor activities throughout the year: the
average temperature in January is 40°F, and in July is 68°F. Average
precipitation is 48" per year, with most of rain falling from October through
late spring. The extensive rainfall poses a significant challenge for trail
design. Runoff from trail development and use causes soil erosion
and potentially causes water pollution. However, with proper design
techniques, most trails can be built to minimize erosion and be used
during wet weather.

Vegetation
Vegetation and trees require protection from trail construction and trail use
impacts. Most of the City's intact tree canopy is located within parks and
open spaces; in particular at Mary S. Young Park and Wilderness Park.
Other forested areas can be found on the hillsides along the west side of
Highway 43, and along smaller Willamette River drainages. West Linn's
tree ordinance provides specific guidelines for retaining, maintaining and
removing trees.
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Topography

The Willamette and Tualatin Rivers and adjacent bluffs are important
physical features that contribute to West Linn's character and define its
pattern of growth. Portions of the city are located on a relatively level shelf
above the two rivers, and at the base of steep hillsides. However, some
neighborhoods are built on top of or alongside these slopes, making
access difficult for pedestrians and bicyclists.

The elevation of the lower parts of the City average between 100' and
140' above sea level, while the ridge tops average 550' in elevation.
According to the Comprehensive Plan, there are 804 acres of land in the
City on steep hillsides (slopes greater than 25%) or in the floodplain.

Geology and Soils

West Linn contains a variety of soil types, some of which are challenging
for trail development. Some of the most limited areas for building trails in
West Linn are areas with silt loam soils on steep slopes, which are prone
to water erosion. Other areas of silty clay loam are more suitable for
building trails.

Another geologic factor influencing trail development is seismic activity.
The Comprehensive Plan indicates the location of a fault line through
West Linn in a northwest to southeast direction parallel to Highway 43
and the Willamette River, with several smaller fault lines branching to the
southwest. Soils in these fault areas have the potential to liquefy as a
result of seismic activity.

Water Resources and Hydrology

West Linn is surrounded by water, creating many opportunities for
scenic trails and river access. However, existing development patterns
and environmental constraints affect where new trails can be built.
Drainage patterns factor into the engineering and construction of trails.
Flooding, irrigation, and runoff from trails and support facilities can impact
shorelines, riparian areas and habitat corridors.
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Many narrow drainage corridors cross the City, carrying storm runoff to the
rivers. West Linn's Comprehensive Plan identifies areas in the City prone
to flooding. Due to the area's topography, most of the river shorelines
are within the 1OO-year flood plain. The plan also identifies several small
patches of wetlands throughout the city.

One of the most notable features along West Linn's Willamette River
frontage is Willamette Falls, and the historic locks built to traverse the falls.
Located on the City's side of the river, the Willamette Falls Locks were
built between 1868 and 1873 and are on the National Register of Historic
Places.

Fish and Wildlife

There are a variety of fish and wildlife in West Linn that depend on clean
water, safe corridors, and sufficient and protected habitat. The Wildlife
Habitat Inventory of the Comprehensive Plan shows the location of
important habitat areas within West Linn. Most of these areas follow
creeks and riverbanks, as well as hillsides, parks and open spaces.

The Willamette River and its tributaries provide significant habitat for
Upper Willamette River Chinook Salmon and Steelhead: both listed as
threatened species. The 26-acre Camassia Natural Preserve is also a
sanctuary for many plant and animal species.

EXISTING TRAILS SYSTEM

There are approximately 25.6 miles of existing trails and easements
within the City. Existing trails in West Linn are dispersed throughout the
city; located in parks, connecting to subdivisions, and along the Tualatin
and WillameUe Rivers (Map 1: Existing Trails System on page 26). This
section provides an overview of the City's existing trail system. The
Existing Trails System map on page 26 depicts the developed trails within
West Linn.
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Existing Trail Corridor Types

Trail corridors describe the characteristics of trails and the adjacent land
that they parallel. There are several distinctive types of trail corridors
found in West Linn, as well as unimproved rights-of-way with potential
for new trails. Understanding these trail corridor types helps determine
how trails are designed and permitted.

Trails through parks pass through city-owned parks and may lead to
surrounding neighborhoods and uses. There are also several trails
that loop within a park and do not provide connections outside the
park. The Community Development Code (CDC) allows these trails
to be paved or unpaved, with a width ranging from 3' to 10'.

Trails through open spaces pass through city-owned open spaces
and connect to surrounding neighborhoods and uses. There are
also trails through open spaces that stay entirely within the open
space boundary. These trails can be paved or unpaved with a width
ranging from 3' to 10'.

Trails along easements. These trail types are distinctive from other
trail types as they are able to connect between multiple property
types and land uses. There are many types of easements that
must be closely examined to determine if public access is legal.
According to the CDC, the design of these trail segments varies
depending on location and site characteristics.

Trails through City property are other city trails on public land
outside of parks and open space, including trails dedicated to the
City as a condition of development approval. Based on the CDC,
the design of these trails depends on specific location and site
characteristics.

Trail linkages connect between subdivisions. The City requires new
subdivisions to provide trail linkages to connect between streets and
to adjacent uses. Based on the CDC, trail linkages have a width
between six feet to eight feet with a paved, all weather surface.

Unimproved right-of-way trails are city-owned areas with potential
for trail development. These potential trail corridors follow local
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streets, or are along city-owned open spaces.

Existing Trails Inventory

Existing trails in West Linn primarily serve recreational purposes and are
of insufficient width and construction quality to accommodate different
trail users. Map 1: Existing Trails System also shows that the majority of
existing trails do not connect to one another, or to other neighborhoods.
The existing system is therefore not designed as envisioned by the
Comprehensive Plan and Imagine West Linn. Nevertheless, the 25.6
miles of trails provide opportunities to explore parks and open spaces, as
well as the City's river frontages (Table 1).

Table 1: West Linn's Existing Trails Inventory Summary

Trails along easements, city property,
residential linkages and unimproved ROW

Trails through parks or open space

7.4

18.2

29%

71 %

Total Existing Trails 25.6 100%

Of existing trails, there are approximately 7.4 miles (29% of the total)
that are along easements, unimproved rights-of-way and city property,
or that link residential areas. All of these trails are off-street. Many of
these trails are discreet, short segments (less than 100 feet) that provide
connections between land uses.

An additional 18.2 miles (71 %) of existing trails are located in City parks
and open spaces and are off-street. Parks such as Mary S. Young and
Wilderness Park contain multiple trail options and loops. There are also
several trails along the Willamette and Tualatin Rivers including Cedar
Island Park, Burnside Park, West Bridge Park, Willamette Park and
Fields Bridge Community Park.
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7izb!e 2: E>:istillg n'ai! Cha1f1ctrristics ffrti.1 "nhr )11l1li"nlP~ IJfJi~ f¥lr./ilJ/l'PJ"JrPfl'

frJIloW$lfJtJl PROS Tla':l (G,.r~l

EXI~T1NG lfRAIL ROUtES· STATUS TYPE MILES

r'rimarv Route

Rosemonl fl.d./tNal nu LS:. Existmg or'-str-eet O.U

Rosemont Trail EMoting Of/-5fn!et D.liB
sa1i1mano f1dlWillameUr Falh ~!ii5t.i. Off. rt~ct 0.53
.. - ---- ~ -- - .. .- ... .. -- _.. ' . .- .. .- --
Juafatin Rlwr Gremwoy ._~~!~'!F! Olhfrcr:t 0.56

~ . - .0._.__ .._.<."_..__ .. •..- _.-
Wflh!'mdff' Rlwrr Grc~mvo)' bOlin51' OJ/'lfred l.D!}

;WIIJQm~"tRltlt!f G,~en~., tin rlght~/"wf1!lGlt.} frlsting OII·,frf:t!f 1J.4IJ
______ •• _.__ •• _. __._ - --0# _ • - ...._- ...-..,. ..._.......... -- ...._---_ .. ---._-

ilJnnaflt'!f'C f.<l$t'ffl~.~ f.a>'t..n)l"f';: Off.~,trt"t:"l D.I0
-lIhl( lil'~ 7.~

~~(jlndar:YRoute

!"l~!'.-C:IJ!E~E-~IflU .......... _ . .fxis.!.!!!g .!!1/-sfreer . 0.2•---- ...._--_...._- _.- ... _.~----

.N~gbbOl Tmi' fKuting OIf-street 6.'J
NeigfrblN T,.;I· New SE'condQty D borin, O/fA5treet D.,U
NeighblK T"';#· New Secondal1f E boting Ojf4§.treet O.JO
N~w Seocondaf'( B Existilrg Orf~tr-eet 0.41
New 5econdilfV BZ bi'!iotirf¥. Off-!>treet 0.08.. .~--------- ---- _. -_ ...._-_ ..•-
Nt!'w St'condarv C2 !~!~~~~ Oft·street 0.31------- ----- ._. . -_.- - -_. --_._. -- ._. .. -- .- --
New Setondarv D3 E>:~stilt& Off-street 0.32

~Sf?(OmkNy'.~5-.: ~'!!!':.'! ~1!!..l!JfS TfG! _._~~fil!~_ .._~!!~~~~ei 0.43
.-.~ ...-- .__ ._.~ .~.-- ...

NC'w SN'ondar\l'"l !~~~.~io 0 ·s r....('1 O.()8-_._--- .. '.-- ... ------ - . - ----- '---- -
~t~,etJf1Cl't;.rV MCl'-IY $ YOU!llg A fJll<:tl'ng 011- .!!:2!. J.OS

.1- ~ ..
ifiiNewSem,,~Mar;,' S YC,U!'~ B &fs!inrl g[f-5t:re1!t __ .-_. - -- - _. .. .._.-

NE'W 5eocC'ndarv.-.i..- _ ___. bi$!!!~ ._ Off-str-eet 0.62_. ----- ._-_. _. ----_._-._- .--_._._-
New 5econdarl( S-Jl f)cls,tmtl, Orr-street O.H

New 5':condarv SoJ2 Existillg or'-street 0.11

Wilhrmette Bilfer- GR'l!1Jway lin rlgJrt-oj-way ah:.) £ EJli.stl'ng Off-street 0.04
{"vbt I II r -.,.:t. ;

t,ocal Routr I
&eal..-er Tran .!~1st.a; Off-str-eet o.os
--'---~--

.~'" .- ... .-'~' ..... ..- -._. _._.-
·Off-strf't'"t

_. ..
~urnSide' ptu'k f).I'stlrta (I

(arra$sra Nat..u re-Area· Preserve
-_.- - - -

[~h,tiFF. ofr-street
. - .-

1.'3
CEdar Island Pan: lrails-

. ~. - .- _. .- ____ 5 ___ --- .
.Exl~~lf; Off-str-eet 0.24--_. .. _._--- -- -'.~" - ._ ........-.- '''-

Citv Hall Pathways hktlr.i Jr'-...trf'~1 026
CiOWIl et.ta VitnasorTer (~~D(V{jlarlc'rrc551'

--- .
.i:xi~1~~. Off.itret:t .-.- 1-'·

0.06
..-.---._. - _.. . - --
Deer FcJot Trail Existilr& or'-street 0_16
Douglas Park Proper1\' Trail bls.tirr, Orf-$t(~et 0.01
~mTriil---·· _.. - ........ _..._. - - .. --

i:iistilrK
--- - Orr, street - .. ..

0.16
Fields 8rKlge Park Trails Existil!& crt-strut 0.68

H~!!treetOp~n~ pa~E' Ttail ~~!~~g orr-street O.Gl.. .0_.4."____ .. _ .

Htron Crcd lOOp Tnil [>;istir·1\ Ofl':SlreCl 066
Hidcen Springs tr4 cn-,' PropoarWTrail ~i51:!Jrg Off-51:reet 0.09
Hld~n-Splings_~~~pa(;e" raIl'

...._--
~);!sting Off-street O.G2_._-_._--- ..

Hidden Spr/nfS TfGlI EJI~t~"'" Ofl-,treet D.Jl
HiU roP LfJGp riVl' .

- O/i-i;reef
..

b.litifPfJ D.4J
Ibach Hillc.fifflb jrGJI

~~.~ ..... - .....
Elltstl'ftl .OJ/·5f.reet o.i'i

-
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Hr./.111nr,( Jtll1'("Olp~ lI:li,' rll1/,rjlllllrMtPly

laJJDIIf'!S 2,(,'01 P,ff05 JruoY CIlt!rl!PL

Ibach N~ttJt~ af Off- lrC'ct

Ubfi;rv PathwaV E>:rstir. (; o,;-;et
link - Itid,-e LF. to Summit S:. blstirlg Off-street

~ 191~ s: ~o HlihTouc:h St hl~~1i., gr:,c:;tn:'rt
Unk - Alpire Dr to Btand (ir E>:i!>tirg Of'-!ptres1
>link - Alpil!e Or. to SL Morl:z LOOp b:lstillg Off-street

Link - tajaroga ('t to WillafllEtter fti\'er Exlstillg Off-street 0.04
I ink· t.f'd.amak Or. 1(lld,1fld V~wT~r, fX~ Off·strt1'et 0.0'
Link. ~d~~ook.Dr. ta t~~lhorp'2 Way [):f!i,tir.:6 Off-street 0.0-1
Link - Club Hoose Ct to Palomino Part Exlstirlg OrP-5treet D.G2
link - ("".()t1i'IJ.E' Hill PI, to Maf"l'rH-k Ill. ~~I~!~)~ Off~lrt"{'l (Ul?
link. C~ ent Dr 10 N'eip,hbor":r<lTt' [xi~lil'7.F. Off-st.r~et 0.2G
Link - Furlong(t -a Rosemont frail Exlstirlg Off-5trt'et D.03

I ink - HA'lIf'fhlll • t LI 'Off-strt"f"l 0.0
Link· IretaPd In to Coho In [ h,iiJt.g Off. ~trt1[!t D.04
link - KnoJC St To Bonnet Dr Existing Off-strt'et 0.03
link - lorInda to Local R:e 10 33 Exl$tif1~ Off-street O.li:'!

-":li;';';·n~k~;;';';';';';';;~P~I';"'lO;;';. ~S!l';"'r;:";'''';'':or~il';'''.z''';i''';'.~';'.;;''p'''';'';'-C:_----_·~-=[;''';);~is''';''ti~fl~~' ..~ o-(f':~lt[!:iI D.G:'

link - Oak St to Walden 5t Existirtg orf~street D.O 3
:link - Oreg{Nl City' llolYd (south o( Wilderness} bl-s.t"'g Ofi-$tr~et 0.04

Li~~.:~~_d_Stu)_L_ane!s~! __._... .... __ . ...._ .. .b:lsti*:.tL _ .. ~~~~~!."_t!'_e!_. O_,G3
l:!~k--=~!~a_mo__ ~d_t_o.~~bIe'!-..'.l._.. ..._....._. . _ __~is1irt.~ OFf-strt'et __,.__.~~:.~~
.Iink. Santa AnIta to HOly(·,hlll ~~~~!..it.''!_ off.~lr('('t run
u~k:.+~!!l~_i~p:_r_tu_~i.llamett~ ~_~.!:.t _ ... _. .. £Xr!>tir.~ -·-6F:.;;tre"Eii . ····-··--··0.02
Li!l!.:.~!~!"p~i~t ltd to ParJcer.~d !.~}:st~~_ .. Of_f-st__re_e_t~ 0.04
link· Wi'll" s:4lmoo CliO OXfe>fd $~ f~I~t1r£ Or~-~lr('p I P.D:.
Unk -\'itidernEs!o-rir~ to Farest (1. 1~!~t~i~ .... '.CWi_tre_-·e_·t. . D.Oll
Unk - V~~lamee.te Ur-~Harlcw St.- te Atkins) . ~);i:stir~ ~rf-st_rt'_e_t 0.0./
I il-ik :-V/40kPI RdtOpaftPfAd (pailt) --- ble-till!!. Off.c.l t'f'f't n.n?
iJrliC '-·Viintel Wav to Parler Ra- ~~i~t.f~ 0(1. tre~t D.02
Mary S. YCl:ngPark-, - -- . Ex!~~I?_~ .- -§fr-_st_re_Et 1.14

Wit~ltiL;r..t i-tPlitliSpaiic hl~t tW-::.lrp\"1 Il~tJ
NalUr~ frail' --' [X-islirrf. - off·street D.OS

~~l~fMt~~_ . ~i5tJ~-rI Ofi~street 11.47
NO-OOl - haillinkigf' bl'itlri Orf-Slrf'f"t C)."
N~D4Z •citr opensp~ • Wildwood TltIii bhiinl1 OH·"jirt:d (I.IM
NO·tJlij •cityopen space • W;/dWIDmJ fro-, billinrl Off·~treei. 0.63
NO-OO4 - tIIr OII~n $p(Xf! - Wildwood Tf(I{f fll.lsrtng OfNl.reet lUiS
NO·005 •eii, op~n sp~ • Wlklw04d T~' . fliitin~ Ofl-stred D.112
NO-001 - city open space Existirlg Off-street D.O'l
N~~O -.~~ty p'~(1Pt"rt~I ._, ..._, _.. ~!Stir.~ _ arf-street 1).l)4
NO-01;' - trail linkage Existil\g -'-Of~-strt'et D.05
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laMe 2: EXistil/g Trail Characteristics itf;/.1/'I'1I,( Jllli'rj}/p~ I1c9i: OAr:Hl~on;"Jt"'lJ.'

joJitJwz2001 PROS 'bll.Y (!1t!rept

I
,NO.Q14 •~I..!!!L. , >.Ist 'orr-strtat 0,02
NO-015 -city property bi~.g Off-street O,()~

NQ..016 - trail linkage blsti'1!; Off-street O.DI
NO.Q19 • t:U\, flr!!f)~rIV r~:l~irl!. Off'$1rN' I I)~?

N0-020 -city property [):i~tiFr; or·:-~trE'el 0.10
NQ..02 - trailllnk'age b:lstirl; Off-street 0.04

:Open Space rrom Chelall lJr to !ialamo Rd f:.:(islit~ [!, Off-street 0.04
,Open Spaej frpm Chf"IIlIJllP 10 flf'lkn~p Dr f);_~~it1~ Of~.s.tr·f'I't 1)06
R~i1road Trail- .~.~ - ., (xblin:; oH~;tr£.et 0.12

Rldge'lliew Estates: Bland Cirto CresL"iew hisling Off--slreet 0.10
,RIdIe\lffloW Estare$.; Cres.wle'W Ct', f);kt~l!. Off'"'51rf'E"t CUJl
iRiver 81uff Opfn Space [;:I;l1;';' Iirf.$irel!!t 1rQ:g
IRhterslde Loop Trail bisLir!', or"-street 0.14

:SahaUie mahee Parle Trails his Ling Or~-$lree l 0.17

.Swtftshore OS to Sw,riFt5horE' Or (east) t.:a:\$tir.g Off-str-eet a.C))

'~~Hl.$~t:Qs..~~~~~!h~!~.Dr ['h'f.:'stl [>;i~lir.J;; 9I!~$t~~-,;.t .. __ l),l).

Swiftshores Open Spate Trail Exi:Sl.mg Of'-S1reet 0.03
Ifan.-er~reet Ope~.?pa.c!].!ai'!. ._b:!~~!!,~ Off-street 0.J4

't~~~nn: CC..~~.~..~ T~r~i~1 ~ r~~ -----.- .. E:_:':i~!l"~~ -_..._-_.Q~~~!.~~!~ .. _.. ~:!~
.." •.• '~'L'''' .. f:a:lstmp, off'<:;lmtt 0.37

ijr-ril~liu-m-T=ra=i1' =-:. ····.~J~!i-. --.~r~-~treEt .. ~:_ ..~

t~u3Ialf.n_ ,!~~.!~~~n~~'(.. ~i~.t:..~~ Qf!~treet 0.41
'Tuoillilhn iVf'1' 0Pf'll SPo1ff' fxl<;,llPg Off-strflfol O.lfi
;Tualililin River-OS' ..._. .. ...._-- . . "E~~t!,\i_ .9._~:Jer:t 0.19

u!!.'pqua E~IG.t.~~8Ianf1c:ji~o 1<~~sin~~o~5'~ _ ~x!slillg C?fr.,street _ D.G1
LJnNmPri Oppn SJ"IJlreo {Pirfllico Tpfr, to Plrnllro} f);I'iofll1g Off.slrt"f'I 11119
UrmamedOpenSpat~(Soow- rryto-5:m,·ti1eriin)~~!~t~~· ..... O(f·!otreet 0.G9
~lj_e_at_"_e_rh_ii~ -'. .. ·!~!stir.¥ 9~:.street 0.19

\Yildf'lnt?$s p~,~ blsl it" & Off-strf>E"f 2.30
\...."deml!~s Pirklinka;,;" [xY;tirp;"- .6r:·;treel 0.68
"Y~Ia_m_e_t~ Par~!~~_IIs_ ~~-i"i 6ri~,eet 0.26
Wi1lamplff> RI\l'Pt' t'irePnway bl'\lirl\ Off-strf'~f I)}4
\\~ Tcr to C~~rna~~ia Nat:.urc Prcscn'e Troil txt;Lir(~ 6fTstr"~t 0.£}3
;Unnamea Easen1eni .. -Eas;m-ent ··Ciff-Street O~13

_ -bl~l(d 1 -: .J':-

Total Alll:xfstlng Tr.a II ROLltes 25.57 '
--- -------- ----~- ,

*whHe thIs (n\lenLorv ircludes all eXlstmJ trails knew" to the Oty or West Unn at the t.ime of pIa" adoptior.
i: is Ilke[-, that trails elt4s: whkh are unkflOwn to :he City.

III. EXISTING CONDITIONS 129
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IV. TRAIL SYSTEM PLAN

This chapter presents the envisioned trail system for West Linn. The
formation of the proposed trails system is centered on public input and
review, as well as technical analysis and refinement of the public's
preferred trail system. The review of West Linn's physical characteristics
and its planning context discussed in the previous chapter resulted in a
number of important considerations that influenced the methodology for
prioritizing trails. Specific guidance on implementing this system, including
trail design considerations, is provided in Chapter 5.

TRAIL SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The proposed trail system accomplishes the objectives and overall
vision set forth in previous citywide planning efforts. It is the result of an
extensive public outreach effort, allowing the entire community, as well as
stakeholders and trail users, to weigh in on the specific alignments and
trade-offs.

The trail system connects opposite ends of the City, provides access to
parks and rivers, connects neighborhoods and increases opportunities
to walk or bike. These are the destinations the public emphasized
throughout the planning process. The initial and broad-brush alignments
identified in previous planning efforts have been refined into a set of trail
routes supported by the community and further revised through a set of
prioritization criteria. This process has also resulted in the refinement of
the trail route classification system described below.

Trail Route Classifications
Initial classification of West Linn's trail system stemmed from the PROS
Plan (both the 1998 plan and 2007 update) that described three trail
types consisting of off-street paved or unpaved trails. However, input
from multiple public meetings received during the first phase of the trail
planning process indicated that the 2007 PROS Plan trail classification
system needed further refinement to accurately reflect the constraints and
trail conditions found in West Linn.

30 I 2 0 1 1 W EST LIN N T R A I L 5 P LAN
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trail system plan

While the need for off-street trails still exists in West Linn, residents
suggested that on-street routes including separate trails within rights
of-way as well as sidewalks and narrow (low traffic volume) shared
streets should be a major element of the comprehensive trail system, as
a response to the topographical and property ownership constraints in
West Linn.

As a result of the public input, the planning team refined the
classification scheme from the PROS Plan. Several terms are used to
describe the trail system. These are defined below:

A trail route identifies a trail alignment that makes a complete
connection through the city, neighborhood or within a subarea of the
city. A trail route can cross through a variety of corridors. The type
of connection created determines the classification of the trail route
(primary, secondary or local).

··,c.......... :;

", A trail segment is a portion (segment) of a trail route. For the purposes
of this plan, a trail segment was determined where the trail route
intersected another physical feature: road, natural area, water feature,
etc. Trail segments can also be discrete local trails that make a
connection from one local area to another but are not part a trail route.

The trail route definitions are intended to describe the purpose, function
and intended use of each route type: primary, secondary and local
routes.

Primary Routes have Citywide and regional significance and provide
continuous connections throughout the City to key destinations and the
region. Primary routes can have access to transit and are intended to
serve the needs of the maximum number of users of varying modes
(on foot and bicycle), abilities (including the elderly, young children and
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mobility device users) and purposes (Le., transportation and recreation).
Primary routes are likely to be paved but may be unpaved due to
environmental constraints. They may be on- or off-street facilities and can
pass through a variety of land uses.

Secondary Routes provide connections within the community, linking
neighborhoods with the primary route network, schools and parks. These
routes support the primary route network and serve smaller residential,
commercial and employment areas. They also provide alternative
connections to key destinations. Where possible, these routes avoid
on-street connections on major arterials and state highways with speeds
greater then 40 mph. Secondary routes can be paved or unpaved, be
located on- or off-street and may pass through a variety of land use
corridors.

Local Routes are located within individual developments, parks and
neighborhoods and typically cover a short distance. Local routes
can serve several purposes. They can provide connection to the
communitywide trail system of primary and secondary routes, create
discrete links or provide a local recreational loop. Local routes are mostly
off-street and are primarily unpaved, with paved segments used where
necessary. These trail types are mostly found in residential areas, at
schools or in parks and open spaces.

The shift in the classification system from trail types to trail routes
helps clarify the role of a trail system in West Linn's non-motorized
transportation and recreation system. Trail routes better fit the existing
characteristics in West Linn and respond to the need to connect to a
variety of destinations within the City, while allowing for flexibility in
determining the type of trail design most appropriate for a given segment
of trail. As individual trail segments move forward to implementation,
specific design considerations (presented in Chapter 5) should be applied
to determine the most appropriate and context-sensitive treatment for the
segment, with the involvement of the public.
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PRIMARY

Through routes that connect
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STEP 1: REVISING THE

PROS PLAN TRAIL CONCEPT

THROUGH PUBLIC REVIEW.
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TRAIL ANALYSIS

Bicycle and pedestrian trip generation methods are less standardized
than automobile use, making it more challenging to quantify need and
demand. In addition, West Linn's existing trails make trail user counts
an ineffective tool. However, as noted in Chapter 1, the results of
public involvement for planning efforts over the past 10+ years have
consistently indicated that trails are needed or are highly prioritized.

The analysis for refining the routes and defining the comprehensive trail
system relied heavily on public input, following a three step process:

• Restructuring the PROS Plan trail concept through public review
and input;

Screening the public's preferred trail system through a series of
criteria; and

Review and refinement of the resulting trail system concept by the
public.

Step 1.' Revised Trail System Concept

The first step of the analysis centered on engaging the residents of
West Linn in a review of the existing PROS trail concept, and collecting
input based on the public's preferred system of trails. This step
employed online interactive trail maps available on the project website
(www.westlinntrailsplan.org), combined with face-to-face interaction at
public workshops and intercept events to collect the opinions and ideas
of West Linn residents.

The project website allowed the public to review and comment on the
existing trail system through the interactive mapping tool, document
library, general comments page and email. The interactive map tool
was designed so that website visitors could draw on the maps and
make comments. All comments made using the interactive map were
available for other users to view.
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The information collected at public workshops and community intercept
events on paper maps was digitally transcribed and combined with the
information collected online. The resulting maps and proposed system
information was then posted online for any project website visitor to
review. These maps are included in Appendix A: Trail Analysis.

Map 2: Public Input - Desired Trail Routes map illustrates all of the
collected public comments on the desired trails system. The resulting
dataset was then assessed to identify the trail alignments that received
the most attention as opportunities or challenge areas.

Map 3: Public Input - Intensity of Interest illustrates the trail alignments
that received the most attention over the public input comment period.
Appendix C (under separate cover) includes as summary of the public
outreach materials and each of the public workshops.

Step 2: Screening Criteria

In the second stage of the trails analysis, the planning team consolidated
and ranked the frequency of public responses for a preferred trail system,
then developed a series of criteria for screening the potential trail routes.
The criteria were applied to the Step 1 preferred trail alignments to assess
each against a variety of considerations to ensure routes identified by
the public met citywide and regulatory objectives. Collectively, the criteria
allowed the planning team to analyze the conceptual trail system through
an examination of existing opportunities and challenges to determine
which trails were the most feasible for future development.

The first step of the analysis determined whether potential trail sections
were on- or off-street. This characteristic was not scored but noted for
future reference and consideration. Trail alignments were then examined
using GIS to determine whether the preferred routes met each criterion.
After this step, trail segments were either assigned a score of one, for
trails that passed the screen, or zero, for trails that did not pass the
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screen. As a result, each segment of trail could potentially receive a
maximum score of 11 and minimum score of zero.

The screening criteria involved an application of concurrent planning,
environmental and connectivity factors that cover a range of
considerations facing West Linn. Because the cost of a trail project will
depend on the specific design and on-the-ground conditions, cost was
not used in the analysis. However, cost can be used as an additional
criterion to screen trail projects once detailed design and price
information is prepared as part of the design development process.

The three criteria used to screen potential trail routes include:

Concurrency. Routes that are in-line with other land use and planning
efforts have the potential benefit of developing in conjunction with the
other projects. Based on information from the City's Transportation System
Plan (TSP), routes already identified as a priority by the City received a
higher score. Map 4: TSP - Pedestrian & Bicycle Projects illustrates the
non-motorized priority projects of the TSP. This criterion also referenced
concurrency with the existing trails system concept presented in the 2007
PROS Plan. Map 5: Trail Screening - Concurrency on the following page
illustrates the alignments that meet one to three planning objectives.

Environment. The environmental criterion are one of the primary factors
determining where trails can or cannot be developed within West Linn. Data
used for the analysis is based on existing Oregon Statewide Planning Goal
5 inventory data which includes the identification of open space, habitat,
riparian and wetland areas, along with other environmental factors such
as topography and flood potential. Each alignment was screened using
GIS as to whether some segment of the alignment intersected a habitat
area, significant riparian area, wetland, an area of 15% or greater rise, an
open space, or the two year FEMA flood zone. Map 6: Trail Screening 
Environment illustrates the results of the environmental scoring. Route
segments crossing through existing open spaces, and that avoided wildlife
habitat, wetland and riparian areas, steep slopes and flood zones received a
higher score.
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Connectivity. The connectivity criterion evaluated a route's potential to
link with other routes and community destinations and this influenced a
route's classification as primary, secondary or local. Connectivity is especially
important in areas that are auto-oriented or are bound by busy streets. As part
of the analysis, the alignments that fell within the school district's designated
walking zones received a higher ranking; routes that create connections within
school walking zones is depicted in Map 7: Trail Screening - Connectivity.
Primary school walking service areas were assessed at one mile and the middle
schools at a 1.5 mile service area reach along the roadway network.

Step 3: Route Refinement

During the final step of the methodology, the planning team invited
feedback on the draft system on an interactive online map. The map was
available from August to October 2010 on the project website. Based on
public comments, the trail system was refined further as depicted in Map
8: Trails System Concept. A complete list of comments generated from
the refinement process is provided in Appendix C (under separate cover).

As the trail improvements are implemented and the trail system in
West Linn is further developed. future opportunities for other trails not
already identified in this Trails Plan may present themselves. The criteria
developed as part of this Trails Plan can be used to evaluate these trail
opportunities. However, screening of trails does not commit the City to
develop these routes in any particular order. Similarly, it is possible that
some routes with lower screening scores may become prioritized in the
future based on changing conditions and needs.

CONCEPTUAL TRAIL SYSTEM

The trail analysis process resulted in the conceptual trail system,
consisting of primary, secondary and local routes (some proposed and
others already existing). When completed, the conceptual trail system will
provide a total of 87.5 miles of on- and off-street trail routes. This includes
25.5 miles of existing trails and 61.9 miles of new trail route mileage. The
wide ranging benefits of this system are discussed in Chapter 2.
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WHEN COMPLETED, THE CON-

CEPTUAL TRAIL SYSTEM WILL

PROVIDE A TOTAL OF 87.5

MILES OF TRAIL ROUTES.
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The majority of the conceptual trail system (51 %) will be on-street routes,
with 44.6 miles of on-street or within right-of-way routes. Table 2 provides
a summary of the proposed system. Figure 6 and Table 4 provide a
complete inventory of the conceptual trail system.

Currently, all existing trail mileage is off-street and comprises 29% of
the total trail system. Of the 25.5 miles of existing off-street trails, 3.8
miles (4% of the total) can be designated as primary, 5.3 miles (6%) as
secondary, and 16.4 miles (19%) as local routes.

Table 3: West Linn's Proposed Trails System Summary

_ - - Djs~ahce (miles) T I 'Percent 6f. I. -' - - Iota
'Route Type _ - - I ( .) Total Trail

~ _ _ <.?!'2t~eet , "Off-street ml. _ System'

Proposed Routes

Primary 23.6 12.2 35.7 41%

Secondary 20.9 5.1 26.0 30%

Local 0.1 0.01 0.2 0.2%
-- - - -. -- -, - . - - -~ ;--;-;-~--; - - - ; .... - , --f
.Total Proposed. I '>44.6' !. '17.3 61:9 7,1% IJ

- . -' _.- -- _. -- -- - .
Existing Routes

Primary 0.0 3.8 3.8 4%

Secondary 0.0 5.3 5.3 6%

Local 0.0 16.4 16.4 19%

New trails account for 71 % of the total trail system. The proposed trail
routes will be an almost even balance of on- and off-street trails (Map 8:
Trail System Concept).

Primary Routes

The majority of proposed trail routes (45%) are primary, consisting of 39.5
miles of on- and off-street routes. North of 1-205, there are three primary
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routes that follow a north-south direction. All primary routes will connect
with one another. The primary route furthest west generally follows
Rosemont Rd. and connects to Salamo Rd., branching off west along the
Urban Growth Boundary. A second primary route follows along Hwy 43.

The primary route furthest east will be a combination of on- and off- street
segments that follow along the Willamette River. This route will serve to
connect destinations north of West Linn with destinations to the south
of the city including 1-205, the Willamette River and Oregon City via the
Oregon City-West Linn Bridge.

South of 1-205, there are two primary routes. Closest to 1-205, the primary
route connects across 1-205 at six existing highway over/underpasses.
This route will generally follow along Willamette Falls Drive. South of this
route, a second primary route will follow along the Willamette and Tualatin
rivers.

Secondary Routes

Thirty-six percent of the trail system will be secondary routes. Nearly
24% of proposed trails will be on-street secondary routes, along with 10.5
miles of off-street trail. Proposed secondary routes are mostly located
north of 1-205, connecting between the city's northern primary route
systems. Several of these routes will run along existing natural area and
open space corridors, while others will be located on-street. These routes
will use the city's abundance of undeveloped hillside, where there is the
greatest potential for connectivity between neighborhoods and primary
trail routes.

local Routes

Local routes constitute the smallest portion of proposed routes, and
are mostly off-street. When combined with existing routes, there are
16.6 miles of local trail routes. Of local routes, almost all (99% of local
routes) will be off-street. The 0.2 miles of proposed local trails will be a
combination of on- and off-street segments that fill in existing gaps to
connect secondary and primary trails.
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West Linn Trails System Concept Plan
Proposed Route Segments by Route Type
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Table 4: Pro/,oSl'd Hail Characteristics

follows 2007 PROS Trail Concept

.II' .• • . 4. • • .,

I
Alternative Willamette/fualatin Proposed In r.o.w. 3.45

Failing 5t/West A 5t Proposed In r.o.w. 1.11

Hill Top Loop Trail Praposed Inr.o.w. 0.23
Neighbor Trail Proposed In r.o.w. 1.06
Oak Savannah Trail Proposed Inr.o.w. 0.11
Oak Savannah Trail Proposed Off-street 1.68
Old River Drive/Willamette Drive Proposed Off-street 0.02

Old River Drive/Willamette Drive Proposed In r.o.w. 3.95

Rosemont Rd./Walnut St. Proposed Off-street 0.34
Rosemont Rd./Walnut 5t. Proposed Inr.o.w. 1.16

Rosemont Trail Proposed Off-street 0.83
Rosemont Trail Proposed Inr.o.w. 2.84
Rosemont Trail· proposed off-street (alternative) Proposed Off-street 1.06
5alamano Rd/Willamette Falls Proposed Off-street 0.31

Salamano Rd/Willamette Falls Proposed In r.o.w. 3.13
Tualatin River Greenway Proposed In r.o.w. 0.63

Tualatin River Greenway Proposed Off-street 1.44
Willamette Drive (North) Proposed In r.o.w. 1.74

Willamette River Greenway Proposed Off-street 5.02
Willamette River Greenway (In right-oj-way alt.) Proposed Off-street 1.47
Willamette River Greenway (In right-oj-way alt.) Proposed In r.o.w. 4.16

Subtotal 35.73'
Annt...

Hill Top Loop Trail Proposed Inr.o.w. 1.79
Neighbor Trail Proposed In r.o.w. 1.05
Neighbor Trail Proposed Off-street 1.45
Wildwood Trail Proposed Off-street 0.55
Neighbor Trail· New Secondary 8 Proposed Inr.o.w. 0.09
Neighbor Trail- New Secondary 8 Proposed Off-street 0.19
Neighbor Trail- New Secondary C Proposed Inr.o.w. 0.20
Neighbor Trail- New Secondary D Proposed In r.o.w. 0.94
Neighbor Trail- New Secondary E Proposed Off-street 0.08
Neighbor Trail- New Secondary E Proposed In r.o.w. 0.52
New Secondary A - Skye Parkway Trail Proposed Off-street 0.19
New SecondaryA • Skye Parkway Trail Proposed In r.o.w. 1.54
New Secondary Al Proposed In r.o.w. 0.33

New Secondary 8 Proposed Off-street 0.54

New Secondary 8 Proposed In r.o.w. 1.05

New Secondary 81 Proposed Off-street 0.42

New Secondary 82 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.33

New Secondary C Proposed Off-street 0.13

New Secondary C Proposed In r.o.w. 1.00

New Secondary C1 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.14
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Table 4: Proposed 7i'ail Cf."mlcteristics

follows 2007 PROS Trail Concept

I~~ IJ:lI • • j. .. • • ..

New Secondary C2 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.10

New Secondary C3 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.60

~r.ondarvRoute
New secondary C4 Proposed In r.o.w, 0.29

New secondary C5 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.24

New secondary 0 Proposed In r.o.w. 2.11

New secondary 01 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.39

New secondary 02 Proposed In r.o.w, 0.57

New secondary 04 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.59

New secondary OS - Hidden Springs Trails Proposed Off-street 0.07

New secondary E Proposed In r.o.w. 0.38

New secondary F Proposed In r.o.w. 0.23

New secondary G Proposed In r.o.w, 0.27

New secondary H Proposed In r.o.w. 0.32

New secondary H1 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.03

New secondary I Proposed In r.o.w, 0.19

New secondary L Proposed In r.o.w. 0.90

New Secondary L1 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.12

New secondary L2 Proposed Off-street 0.24

New secondary L2 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.64

New secondary L3 Proposed Off-street 0.37

New secondary M1 Proposed In r.o.w, 0.41

New secondary M2 Proposed In r.o.w. 1.09

New secondary N Proposed In r.o.w, 0,41

New secondary S-J Proposed In r.o.w. 0.09

New secondary S-J Proposed Off-street 0.34

New secondary S-J1 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.15

New secondary $oJ2 Proposed Off-street 0.02

New secondary $oJ2 Proposed In r.o.w. 0.23

New secondary $oK Proposed Off·street 0.04

New secondary $oK Proposed In r.o.w. 1.45

New secondary S-N1 Proposed Off-street 0,49

Wiflamette River Greenway (In right-of-way alt.) A Proposed Inr.o.w. 0.06
Willamette River Greenway (In right-ai-way alt.) B Proposed In r.o.w. 0.01
Wfllamette River Greenway (In right-of-way alt.) B Proposed Off-street 0.03

Subtotal 26.01

[l.OciI Roane '1
Island View Ter. Proposed In r.o.w. 0.03

Lower Midhill Dr. Proposed In r.o.w. 0.12

Sunset Park Trails Proposed Off-street 0.01

Subtotal 0.26
--

Total All Proposed Routes 61.90_.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter provides recommendations to achieve the envisioned trail
system over time. Implementing and sustaining the trail system will
require the continuation of a strong working relationship with the public,
as well as clear trail project prioritization criteria, design guidelines and
implementation policies to make the best use of staff, technology and
available funding.

The intent of the Trails Plan is to guide development of a consistent
system of trails for multiple users in the City of West Linn, while
incorporating and respecting the distinct settings and experiences that
residents value. Building trust with the public and elevating awareness
of the West Linn trails system will be an important step in maximizing the
value of the investment in trail development.

IMPLEMENTATION AND PHASING

To successfully implement the Trails Plan, protection of existing trail
connections and the reservation of planned trail connections throughout
the city will be necessary. While the Plan aims to use existing public lands
and rights-of-way, implementation will require some acquisition of (or
easements for) new corridors.

All new development applications will be required to demonstrate
conformance with this Plan through a development application with the
City of West Linn. Through the application process, all trail proposals will
be evaluated using the objectives and recommendations of this Plan.
Development of trails may occur during the development of adjacent
private properties and development of new park properties. New
development projects will be required to build trail sections in proportion
to the extent of impact of new growth. Consistent with state law, residents
will be invited to participate during plan implementation. A more in-depth
review of trail-related regulations and standards is provided in Appendix
B.
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Coordinotion with the Transportation System Plan (TSP)

The City of West Linn is preparing to update its TSP in 2011-12. This
Trails Plan will serve as the basis for the non-motorized element
of the TSP. Along with the trail system, the design guidelines and
recommendations of this Plan should be carried forward and be included
within the TSP update. Because the Trails Plan includes routes and
segments that will be contained within rights-of-way, the TSP should
include updates to West Linn's street standards to incorporate the in
right-of-way trail concepts provided later in this chapter. In addition, new
and improved street sections should be designed around trail heads and
crossings. Finally, in addition to advancing the trail routes that form the
trail system, the TSP should include goals, policies, and standards that
encourage and accommodate multiple modes safely and in a context
sensitive manner throughout West Linn.

Funding

The Trails System defined in this Plan is an integral part of West Linn's
transportation system and as such should be eligible for transportation
funding and included with the TSP's Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).
Like all transportation improvements, trail routes included within this Plan
- especially those routes within right-of-way segments - should also be
eligible for funding through transportation system development charges
(SDCs). As with other public improvements, alternative sources of funding,
such as a bond measure or grants, should be considered for some trail
improvements.

Route Prioritization

The implementation of the trail system will be phased over time. To
maximize the usability and connectedness of the system, routes and
segments will be prioritized. As part of the CIP process, routes and
individual segments should be ranked based on existing conditions and
available funding.

The 2007 PROS Plan established a four-tiered set of trail implementation
priorities. Generally, alignments under public ownership should receive
the highest priority for development while alignments not under public
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ownership (or under private ownership) receive the lowest priority.

Highest priority: Alignments passing through City-owned property and
within public rights-of way;

Second highest priority: Alignments on City-owned and publicly
owned property, including easements;

Third highest priority: Missing links connecting existing segments,
regardless of ownership; and

Longer term priority: Alignments under non-public ownership that are
not missing links.

After this initial screen, trail projects can be further ranked using the
screening process developed for the trails analysis (described in Chapter
4). For prioritizing design and construction, cost should also be included
as a criterion.

As shown in Figure 7, five criteria can be used to guide the prioritization
and gradual development of trails. With this matrix, each trail project is
evaluated on whether it meets the criteria through three broad scoring
categories: the project is negative or lacking information, neutral or
positive. After evaluating the trail against the criteria, projects with a
greater number of positive scores are prioritized over projects that receive
more neutral or negative scores. The outcome of this screening process
will be a prioritized list of projects that should be included within the
transportation CIP.
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~

~
e
~

Proposed ~
Rank Route Section Improvements IoU

o

1 T1 1 10' paved, • • • • •multi-use trail

2 T1 12 5' sidewalks, 0 0 • 0 •one side

3 T4 3
10' paved, • 0 0 0 0multi-use tra~

1 T1 , 'I n 0 n.'

Figul'l' 7: Routt' aud Srg1JIt'1Jf
Prioritiz.otioll Sample

o = Negative or lacking information 0 = Neutral • = Positive

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Once trail right-of-way is acquired, there are a number of trail design
considerations to address location, intended users, and environmental
constraints. Trail designs must also conform to specific local, state, and
federal guidelines and standards.

Trail Users

Trail users have different preferences and should greatly influence trail
design. As a result, proper trail design can reduce user conflict. While road
cyclists and skaters need a paved surface that is free from irregularities,
joggers might prefer a softer or unpaved surface. User characteristics
related to speed and ability should also be considered to limit conflict and
create trails that are safe for all. A wide, straight and flat trail will lead to
faster speeds, while a trail with different widths, curves and grade changes
at strategic locations (known as control points) will require users to take
more caution. Designing to control for conflict should not limit the function
of the trail. Design elements should be practical while also adding an
element of visual interest or fun into using the trail.
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There are four major types of trail users, and a fifth type when water trails
are considered (non-motorized watercraft).

Pedestrians include walkers, hikers, joggers and runners. Pedestrians also
include people with disabilities who may be dependent on wheelchairs or
other mobility devices. Pedestrians typically travel at slower speeds and
may travel side-by-side. This has important implications when considering
other users that share the trail such as bicyclists who generally travel
at faster speeds. Other design considerations include users with baby
strollers who need a smoother surface, and pedestrians with pets that
need additional width. Some pedestrians prefer softer surfaces that have
less impact on legs and feet, while others prefer to walk or run on harder
surfaces.

In-line skaters and skateboarders need a smooth, mostly level paved
surface. Skaters typically travel at higher speed and require a trail with
adequate width to allow for side-to-side skating movement.

Road cyclists may use paved trails for commuting, recreation, and
touring. Cyclists traveling along roadways will vary in riding confidence
and skill, especially when mixed with automobile traffic. Designing
for cyclists should address the safety of the rider as well as other trail
users. Like pedestrians, road cyclists may also travel side-by-side or
single file. Because cyclists can reach higher speeds, the design for
these users should include a wider trail width.

Mountain bikers ride on a range of surfaces and trails, both on and
off road. Yet, mountain bikers need the same design considerations
as road cyclists when using roadway or paved trails. For off road
riding, mountain bikers typically prefer narrower single track trails
composed of natural/compacted earth. Unpaved trail sections should
be designed to prevent erosion and reduce speed, especially around
corners or at trail intersections. Reducing user conflict on these trails
is especially important when natural surface trails are used by cyclists
and pedestrians.

Non-motorized watercraft users (water trail users) include canoes,
kayaks and other small, non-motorized watercraft that are suitable for
use on the Willamette and Tualatin rivers. Water trail users require
safe beach or dock landings and launch sites, access to support
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facilities such as restrooms, staging and parking areas.

Accessibility

Public trails should be designed to accommodate all users. The
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) establishes design requirements for
the construction and alteration of facilities in the private and public sectors.
These requirements are known as the ADA Accessibility Guidelines
or "ADAAG." ADAAG guidelines are comprehensive and include
consideration of a variety of factors.

Refer to the Access Board for a complete list of requirements (www.
access-board.gov). A summarized list of important considerations
includes:

A slope of 5% or less for any distance, with the exception of greater
slopes for limited distances;

Resting spaces;

A stable and firm trail surface;

Adequate width and height clearance; and

Adequate signage that is also accessible to users with vision
impairments.

Environmental Impacts

Impacts to the surrounding environment should be carefully considered
when determining trail design. This includes potential impacts to
vegetation, fish and wildlife habitat, creeks and rivers as well as private
property. New trails should avoid impacts to fish and wildlife habitat,
with alignments located at habitat edges, through elevated boardwalks,
pervious trail materials and by avoiding stream, wetland and floodplain
crossings when possible.

To minimize runoff and erosion, designs should consider trail grade.
cross-slope and trail surface type and width. Impervious trail surfaces
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will create concentrated run-off, while pervious surfaces such as gravel,
compacted earth or pervious asphalt will allow storm water to percolate.
Equally important, trail design and materials should be selected with the
consideration of long term maintenance needs.

Vegetated buffers, signage and fencing can also be used to separate
users from sensitive habitat areas and provide privacy for adjacent
neighbors. Pedestrian scale lighting, surveillance of the trail from the
street and other Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) techniques can also be used to increase safety and limit
unwanted trail activity.

TRAIL ROUTE DESIGN GUIDELINES

After considering the characteristics of intended users, route type and
location, trails can either be designed for shared-use or single-use, or be
located on- or off-street. Each type of trail has its own specific advantages
and disadvantages that should be weighed carefully during individual
project planning and design. The following presents design guidelines
for off-street and in right-of-way trails. The location of these routes is
illustrated in Figure 6: Trails System Concept Plan on page 39.

Off-street Trails

Off-street routes include different designs for primary, secondary and
local trail routes.

Primary route off-street trails are segments that accommodate the needs
of most users. This in turn leads to a greater number that can use and
enjoy the trail, promoting a larger degree of trail stewardship and support
for trail system funding. Primary routes are considered shared-use trails
and can be paved (Figure 8) or unpaved (Figure 9).

Specific design features for off-street primary route trails should include:

Minimum 10' width unless constraints are present; preferred 12' wide
surface with 2' shoulders, and adequate shy distance next to the
shoulders, with additional area provided for slope, fill and landscape
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maintenance;

Vegetation height should be below 3' and above a12' height clearance
to the first tree-limb, guy-wire or other object;

Hard-surface trails should be constructed of porous paving with soft
surface unpaved shoulders; in some instances porous paving may not
be suitable and the use of impervious surfacing should be considered;

Limited sight-distance sections should be striped for two-way travel
lanes;

Unpaved trails should have a compacted, natural surface that meets
ADA requirements;

Signs, mileage markers, fences, benches and other placed features
should be located outside of the shoulders; and

Placement of benches, trash receptacles, drinking fountains and other
trail amenities should allow for machine maintenance of the vegetation
with at least 8' of clearance around any feature.

Secondary route off-street trails are intended to accommodate the needs
of fewer users than an off-street primary route trail. These routes can be
paved or unpaved depending on environmental considerations and site
context. Unpaved secondary route trails can be designed to provide the
types of experiences desired by a specific user group such as walkers,
joggers and hikers. Many of West Linn's existing facilities are unpaved off
street trails, and the City has standards in place for this type.

Specific design features should include:

Minimum 6' width unless constraints are present; 8' preferred;

Hard-surface trails should be constructed of porous paving with soft
surface unpaved shoulders; in some instances porous paving may not
be suitable and the use of impervious surfacing should be considered;

Compacted, natural surface that meets ADA requirements; and
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Adequate shy distance.

Local route off-street trails accommodate a limited number of users. Their
design can be paved or unpaved, and should serve a local function. Local
route trails are commonly used by mountain bikers, hikers and wildlife
watchers, with recreation as the primary purpose. These trail types
may be more suitable for areas where alternative routes are popular
and crowded, or where higher speeds can be accommodated without
disturbing other trail user groups. Some local trails will serve only as
connections within neighborhoods. Specific design features, such as trail
surface, vary based on location and surrounding conditions but should
include:

Strategically placed "trail anchors" such as rocks and trees at corners
of straight segments to slow users;

Grade should not exceed half the grade of the hillside of sideslope
(ex. A sideslope of 20% should result in a trail grade that does not
exceed 10%); and

An overall trail grade of 10%, with opportunities for drainage.
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Figure 8: Primary Route Off-Street Trail (Paved)
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Figure 9: Primary Route Off-street Trail (unpaved)
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In Right-of- Way Routes

In right-of-way route trails include different designs for cyclists and
pedestrians and are designed to run parallel to streets in urban areas.
More than striped bike lanes, in right-of-way trails provide a dedicated
trail within the street right-of-way. These trails should be designed to
accommodate a range of users.

In right-of-way trail designs are used for primary and secondary routes
and can be broken into two categories: in right-of-way facilities for cyclists
and in right-of-way facilities for pedestrians. Both designs should be based
on the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) of the given roadway and speed of the
vehicular traffic. The following design features should be considered when
designing in right-of-way facilities.

In right-of-way facilities for cyclists include shared roadway treatments,
traffic calming techniques, designated bicycle lanes and separated bike
lanes.

Shared right-of-way. Bicyclists can safely share the roadway with
automobiles without roadway markings up to a range of 1,000
(preferred) to 2,000ADT.

Traffic calming technigues. Roadways with an ADT over 1,000 but less
than 3,000 ADT with no roadway markings should use traffic calming
techniques to bring the ADT down to 1,000 (2,000 maximum) which is
generally a safe and comfortable range to share the roadway.

Bike Lane. Bike lanes create visual separation of cyclists from
automobiles and clarify the use of the road right-of-way. When the
ADT is 3,000 or greater a 5'-7' wide bike lane should added; creating
separation between automobiles and cyclists.

Separated Bike Lane. When posted speeds are greater than 35mph
or ADT reaches 12,000 -15,000 heightened design considerations will
be needed for safe travel. Design treatments should separate bicycle
traffic from automobiles using facilities including but not limited to:
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buffered bike lanes, cycle tracks and raised bike lanes:

Buffered bike lanes create a space between the bicycle travel lane
and automobile traffic or parked cars. Buffer width can vary between
20" to 32" creating room for bicyclists to pass without encroaching in
the automobile travel lane and provides a greater shy distance from
cyclists.

Cycle tracks that provide a separated bicycle facility physically
buffered from the adjacent roadway. Cycle tracks require a minimum
width of 5.5' with a preferred width of 8', separated from pedestrian
facilities with a curb.

Raised bike lanes (Figure 10) are similar to cycle tracks in that the
facility is separated from vehicular traffic, but instead of physical
buffer, separation from automobile traffic is created by a change in
grade. Raised bike lanes require 5' to 7' wide is lane for travel.

In right-of-way facilities for pedestrians include in-roadway, separated and
shared pathway facilities (Figure 11).

In roadway. When a roadway's ADT is less than 200, traffic is low
enough that pedestrians should be able to safely walk within the road
right-of-way.

Separated pathway. When the ADT is greater than 200, separated
pedestrian facilities are recommended.

All sidewalks, if possible, should be separated from the street by 4'-6'
wide vegetative buffer with a 6' sidewalk width.

Shared pathway. In the situation that a primary route follows a
roadway with speeds >35mph or the ADT reaches 12,000 - 15,000,
and the width of the right-of-way is insufficient to accommodate
pedestrian and bicycle facilities on both sides of the right-of-way, a
shared use pathway is recommended.

Minimum 10' wide; preferred 12' wide surface with 2' shoulders,
adequate shy distance next to the shoulders, with additional area
provided for slope, fill and landscape maintenance;
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Vegetation height should be below 3' or above a12' height clearance
to the first tree-limb, guy-wire or other object;

Minimum 4' wide, preferred 6' wide vegetative buffer; and

Signs, mileage markers, fences, benches and other placed features
should be located outside of the shoulders.
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Figure 10: Primary Route In Right-of-WayTrail- Raised Bike Lane (ADT
>12,000 or >35mph)
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Figure 11: Primary Route In Right-of-Way Trail- Shared Pathway (ADT
> 12,000 or >35mph)
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OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Off-street routes

Fencing may be needed to delineate the space between trail edge
and trail corridor boundary. In addition, the need for screening can be
identified during development review and permitting of individual trails.

In some cases, the trail corridor may have sufficient width to contain
other appropriate scale recreational and environmental-related uses
such as community gardens, invasive vegetation removal and native
tree planting. Such uses will require city approval on a case by case
basis.

Trail signage should include the posted speed limit on shared routes,
as well as striping, painted marking or surface material change that
cautions trail users of approaching stops, intersections, curves and
other situations where speed should be reduced.

The design of public street and trail intersections should allow for safe
crossing of pedestrians and cyclists and meet accessibility guidelines.

Trail design should respond to adjacent land uses and access. For
example, routes adjacent to higher density development with a mix
of land uses might merit wider than the minimum travel width to
accommodate the higher volume of users.

In right-of-way routes

Except in cases involving high demand, all facilities should be
designed as shared pedestrian and bicycle travel ways.

The design of public street and trail intersections should allow for safe
crossing of pedestrians and cyclists and meet accessibility guidelines.

Trails should be designed to minimize and/or limit curb cuts.

Trail design should respond to adjacent land uses and access. For
example, routes adjacent to higher density development with a mix
of land uses might merit wider than the minimum travel width to
accommodate the higher volume of users.
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Depending on the available width of the right-of-way, other facility
design modifications should be considered such as reducing
automobile travel lanes, on-street parking and other traffic calming
techniques.

Trail signage should include the posted speed limit on shared routes,
as well as striping, painted marking or surface material change that
cautions trail users of approaching stops, intersections, curves and
other situations where speed should be reduced.

TRAIL SUPPORT PROGRAM

Development of a trail support program can serve to promote and protect
the long-term investment of the trail system and fulfills the final step of the
successful trail system foundation. The City can develop and implement
such a program early to ensure that the location of new trails is well
known by the community. The program consists of a city-wide trail system
education and awareness campaign and long-term trail monitoring and
maintenance.

Education and Awareness

Continued public involvement and awareness of the trail system can help
foster trail stewardship and future support for trail funding. Outreach to
volunteers and partnership building are also important elements of this
campaign. The City can also help achieve its goal of increasing walking
and biking through increased public education that promotes use of the
trail system as an alternative to driving.

A comprehensive trail signage and way-finding system will help users
find trails and navigate confusing intersections or road crossings. This
can also include public safety information, park and trail rules, interpretive
signs, displays and trailhead kiosks related to an area's unique history or
environment. User conflict can be reduced by educating the community
about proper trail etiquette. In an effort to promote use of the trail system,
the City will explore development of a trail education and awareness
campaign, including trail signage, in future phases of the trail development
process.
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Trail Monitoring and Maintenance

After trail development, periodic trail monitoring and routine maintenance
keep trails functioning properly while helping to protect investments
and extend resources. Trail users should have an easy and accessible
resource to report trail issues or provide comments such as an online
form that is monitored by park maintenance or public works staff.

City maintenance crews should perform routine trail maintenance through
the guidance of a trail maintenance plan. Such a plan should outline
specific roles and responsibilities of City staff related to trail maintenance.
The plan should also include best practices for maintaining different types
of trails and adjacent land areas. Future trail projects should be included
in the City's Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) to secure appropriate
resources for needed improvements.

TRAIL COSTS

Implementation of the Trails Plan will require adequate funding to
construct and maintain trails. Costs for building trails are influenced
by local conditions, the availability of land and a need to develop
low-maintenance and long lasting trail facilities. Planning level costs
incorporate pricing for higher quality building materials, but do not include
cost assumptions regarding associated labor, professional fees and
environmental mitigation requirements.

Cost Summary

Trail costs are directly related to development challenges; the greater
the challenge, the higher the cost. Determining relative costs also helped
determine potential timing or phasing of trail development. This cost
summary provides planning level estimates that should not be used to
estimate actual costs for the design and build of specific projects, but for
calculating linear feet and unit costs of trails and trailheads.

Table 3 identifies the relative cost of different alignments to assist in
decision-making. Lower relative cost route segments could be completed
in the nearer term (0-5 years), while mid and higher cost projects could be
completed as funding becomes available.
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tr~wer:~;
- -- , .- - - -

:. "'-~r'I'
Hi' her costs.- --- "Mid-Ievel·cost -

Little to no trail development Potential trail development Major trail development
challenges are present. challenges are present or are challenges.

unknown.

Conditions may include a trail Conditions may include a trail Conditions may include a trail
that: that: that:

• Requires typical • Crosses a wetland or • Requires land or R.O.W.
development riparian area; acquisition;
tasks (grading, • May require some public/ • Requires extensive
surface treatment, property owner outreach; public/property owner
signage, fencing, • Crosses a major arterial; outreach;
driveway crossings, • Likely triggers mitigation; • Requires a bridge; or
maintenance, etc.); or • Requires retaining walls; • Requires extensive

• Is within public R.OW. or permitting and
or city-owned land. • May require some R.O.W. approval.

or land acquisition.
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TRAIL SURFACE

Trail surfaces may vary depending on site conditions and constraints.
Some sections of trail may require bridge crossings or boardwalks. Table
6 provides planning level cost estimates for trail surfaces. Estimates for
asphalt and concrete both assume use of porous materials to minimize
storm water run-off. The costs below provide general linear foot costs for
typical trail construction.

Table 6: Trail Surface Cost Summary
~ _.1

1 I

, ~Iii.~ erj.~~~1!.~- - .. :!JnJ!A.~ - - ---- - -._.

Standard porous asphalt pathway (assume 16' LF $ 112
wide)

Standard porous concrete pathway (assume LF $ 140
16'wide)

Stand non-porous asphalt pathway (assume LF $ 96
16'wide)

Crushed rock pathway (assume 10'wide) LF $ 50

Boardwalk (assume 12'wide) includes LF $ 120
minimum impact footings

Bridge (assume 12'x 100' span) prefabricated LF $ 2,000
including footings

Note: All costs in 2010 dollars. LF-Linear Foot.

Trailhead

A trailhead consists of a parking area, restroom, landscaping and other
site amenities. The site feature costs presented in Table 7 include one
bike rack, two benches, two trash receptacles, and signage. The size
of parking area and amount of landscaping will vary the total cost for
development. The costs below include an estimate based on a 10,000
square foot parking area and 2,500 square foot plaza.
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p

~.~~;:~ent··: •
- I - .........~f. - 1-

jUnitlprice.~......,.______Ul}its~ lo_L.-

Restroom EA $150,000

Parking area EA $ 10,000

Plaza area EA $ 2,500

Site features LS $ 10,500

Plantings LS $ 10,000

Note: All costs in 2010 dollars. EA-eact; LS-Lum Sum.
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AASHTO: American Association of State Highways and Transportation Officials

ADA: American's with Disabilities Act

ADAAG: American's with Disability Act Accessibility Guidelines

ADT: Average Daily Traffic

CDC: City of West Linn Community Development Code

COP: City of West Linn Construction and Design Policies

CWA: Clean Water Act

DEQ: Oregon Department of Environmental Quality

ESA: Endangered Species Act

FEMA: Federal Emergency Management Administration

FHWA: Federal Highway Administration

HCA: Habitat Conservation Areas

MS4: Municipal Separate Storm Sewers Systems (permit type)

NOAA: The National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration Marine Fisheries Service

NPDES: National Pollution Discharge Elimination System

ODOT: Oregon Department of Transportation

OHW: Ordinary High Water

ORS: Oregon Revised Statutes

PROS Plan: City of West Linn Park, Recreation and Open Space Plan (2007)

RTP: Portland Metro 2040 Regional Transportation Plan (2004)

TPR: Transportation Planning Rule (Used to guide jurisdictions to comply with statewide transportation goal)

TSP: West Linn Transportation System Plan
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USFWS: u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service

WLMC: West Linn Municipal Code

glossary
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APPENDIX B: REGULATIONS & STANDARDS

RelEVANT PLANS AND POLICIES

There are multiple plans and policies that affect trail planning in West
Linn. Along with city regulations and planning documents, trail planning
and design in West Linn must comply with Clackamas County and Metro
directives. West Linn's neighborhoods also develop their own plans. The
following section provides an overview of relevant plans and policies and
highlights key points that are especially relevant to trail planning.

City of West Linn Comprehensive Plan

West Linn's Comprehensive Plan provides the basis for other plans,
ordinances, and other implementing documents that set forth more
detailed direction. The plan organizes different elements based on the
Oregon State-wide Planning Goals; each chapter focuses on a different
goal. While most of the plan chapters relate to trail planning, some of
the most critical include: Goal 2, Land Use Planning; Goal 8, Parks and
Recreation; and Goa112, Transportation.

The Goal 5 chapter identifies the City's open spaces, scenic and historic
areas, and natural resources including a flood management area map,
water quality map, open space map, and wildlife habitat inventory map.
Goals and policies related to the trail plan include:

Providing a transportation system that encourages modes of
transportation other than the automobile and is convenient, safe and
efficient;

Developing and implementing measures to connect service areas,
neighborhoods, and subdivisions via all practical modes of travel;

Providing interconnections for pedestrian pathways and other means;
and

Promoting connections between parks and recreation areas.
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City of West linn: Imagine West Linn, September 2008

Imagine West Linn is an update to the 1994 vision, reaffirming the
City's commitment to a sustainable future and recognizing the City's
community spirit and sense of place. The document is an amendment
to the Comprehensive Plan and notes that alternative methods of
transportation and opportunities for recreation will be needed in the future,
because roadway congestion and use of existing resources will continue
to increase. The document contains several guiding principles, growth
concepts, and action items related to trails. These include:

Implementing the Trails Plan to assure that neighborhoods, schools,
and parks are all interconnected by safe pedestrian and bicycle
pathways;

Requiring dedication of trail corridors in an "aggressive" fashion;
especially trails along Willamette and Tualatin Rivers;

Improving the planning and design of streets, trails and buildings to
promote alternative modes of transportation; and

Building on the network of parks, natural areas, walkways and bike
paths in the community; and

Creating a river walkway, and greenway connections.

City of West linn Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan, June 2007

The primary impetus for the Trails Plan stems from the City's recent
Parks, Recreation and Open Space (PROS) Plan. Adopted by the City in
June 2007 as an update to the 1998 plan, the plan provides an analysis of
West Linn's park system with recommendations for recreation programs,
new parks, facilities, and open space sites, and trails. Public involvement
included outreach booths, a community specific questionnaire,
neighborhood association outreach, and Parks Board review.

One of the major recommendations identified in the plan is the
development of a comprehensive trails plan to supplement the
Transportation System Plan. Trail-related recommendations contained in
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the PROS Plan include:

Providing a comprehensive trail network composed of a hierarchy of
different trail classifications;

Developing specific trail project recommendations for each of the
classifications, as well as prioritization strategies for trail development;

Identifying unimproved right-of-way opportunities, creating a trails map
and brochure, and implementing a consistent trail signage program.

Implementing a consistent signage program to direct users to trails at
trailheads, along routes, and at parks.

City of West Linn Transportation System Plan, December 2008

The Transportation System Plan (TSP) fulfills the state Transportation
Planning Rule (TPR) requirements for comprehensive transportation
planning in the cities of Oregon. The plan presents the investments and
priorities for the pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and motor vehicle systems
along with new transportation programs to correct existing shortfalls and
enhance critical services. The plan includes a master plan project map
and list for each travel mode to support the City's transportation goals and
policies.

Pedestrians - The plan identifies gaps in the sidewalk network and
provides a prioritized list of sidewalk projects. According to the plan,
an important need for pedestrians in the city is the availability of and
convenience for safe crossing locations on arterial streets and across
large regional roadways. Appropriate improvements should provide for
more direct, convenient, and safe bicycle or pedestrian travel within
and between residential areas and neighborhood activity centers. Of
the 82 pedestrian projects identified, only five are off-street access
ways and are all low priority.

Bicyclists - According to the TSP, the overall system of bike lanes
provides very limited connectivity and there is no bikeway system
on collector streets. The TSP recommends filling gaps in the
existing network where bike corridors exist (arterials and collectors);
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connecting key bicycle corridors to schools, parks, and activity
centers; improving crossing safety and connectivity; and providing
appropriate facilities to secure bicycles. Of the 23 bicycle projects
identified, only four are off-street and are low priority (the same
projects identified in the pedestrian list).

West Linn OR 43 Concept Plan - The concept plan for Highway 43 is
an appendix of the TSP. The plan identifies inadequate sidewalks,
pedestrian refuges, and bike lanes and shoulders along the road. One
specific area of concern is at Mapleton and Old River where there
are existing automobile/bike conflicts as bicyclists attempt to access
the Mary S. Young trail. According to the plan, there is neighborhood
support for continuous, grade-separated sidewalks and/or shared
off-street paths and trails that can be used by both cyclists and
pedestrians.

Neighborhood Plans

West Linn has 11 neighborhoods, depicted in Figure C-1.
Of these, there are eight West Linn neighborhoods with an
adopted neighborhood plan. The purpose of these plans
is to identify the unique issues facing each neighborhood,
and to devise strategies for addressing these concerns.

Within each neighborhood plan, specific goals and policies
supplement the West Linn Comprehensive Plan. The
plans contain a vision, goals, specific actions, and a list
of partners for implementation. The following provides a
summary of neighborhood goals or policies that encourage
safe connections to walk and/or bike.

At the time of review, BHT (Barrington Heights, Hidden
Creek Estates, Tanner Creek) neighborhood, Rosemont
Summit neighborhood, and Skyline Ridge neighborhood
did not have an adopted plan.

Bolton Neighborhood Plan

Provide complete and safe facilities for pedestrians,
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bicyclists, and transit users along the entire width of
Willamette Drive.

Encourage pedestrian activity by giving pedestrians
advantages over automobiles by use of pedestrian
"shortcuts" between streets.

Provide pedestrian links between Bolton and other
neighborhoods.

Encourage walking and bicycling by school students.

Provide easy pedestrian connections between city parks
and other services and uses, such as commercial areas,
bus stops, and schools.

Hidden Springs Neighborhood Plan

Provide and maintain access to safe parks and trails.

Develop and maintain safe places to walk, including
sidewalks and other paths.

Marylhurst Neighborhood Plan

Develop and maintain safe and convenient bicycle lanes and paths to
provide connectivity throughout the city and surrounding communities.

Develop and maintain safe and convenient places for pedestrians,
including sidewalks and other paths.

Parker Crest Neighborhood Plan

Facilitate safe and efficient pedestrian and bicycle transportation
throughout the neighborhood.

Provide linkages between surrounding neighborhoods and open
spaces.

Robinwood Neighborhood Plan

Provide continuous and wide pedestrian facilities on both sides of
Willamette Drive.

Use pedestrian shortcuts to connect existing streets.

Provide better access from Robinwood Park to Mary S. Young Park.
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Sunset Neighborhood Plan

Provide safe and easy access to trails, parks and open spaces.

Connect paths/trails throughout the neighborhood and City.

Maintain paths/trails to ensure their accessibility for all, including
seniors and individuals with disabilities.

Tanner Basin Neighborhood Plan

Designate recreational areas and connect trails currently dispersed
throughout the neighborhood.

Vision Statement and Action Plan for the Willamette Neighborhood of West Linn

Maintain rivers, parks and connecting trails.

Provide sidewalks and bike paths on major streets; accessing
neighborhood destinations.

Develop a trail system along the river.

Clackamas County Comprehensive Plan

The Clackamas County Comprehensive Plan guides land use,
transportation, and development within Clackamas County which includes
county owned rights-of-way in West Linn. Similar to the West Linn
Comprehensive Plan, the county's comprehensive plan addresses goals
and policies based on the Oregon State-wide Planning Goals. Major
elements of the plan related to trail planning are included in Chapter 4,
Land Use, and Chapter 5, Transportation. Included in the plan is the
Planned Bikeway Network Map showing several proposed bike routes
throughout the City. The plan outlines a host of policies that support
walking and bicycling through greater connectivity. Specific policies
include:

Providing networked systems of walkways and bikeways connecting
neighborhoods, transit stops, commercial areas, community centers,
schools, parks, libraries, employment places, other major destinations,
regional bikeways and walkways, and other transportation modes.

Identifying walkway and bikeway improvements necessary to ensure
direct and continuous networks of walkways and bikeways on the
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county road system.

Supporting acquisition and development of multi-use paths on
abandoned public and private rights-of-way.

Encouraging bicycle and pedestrian access across rivers and other
natural barriers.

Promoting grid-street development patterns to provide direct routes
from neighborhoods to destinations frequented by pedestrians and
bicyclists.

Metro 2040 Regional Framework Plan, December 200S

The Regional Framework Plan unites all of Metro's adopted land use
planning policies and requirements based on the planning horizon
through the year 2040. Under the Metro Charter and state law, cities
and counties within Metro's boundaries are required to comply and be
consistent with Metro's adopted plans and policies.

Metro 2004 Regional Transportation Plan, July 2004

The 2004 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) lays out the 20-year
priorities for road, transit, freight, bicycle and pedestrian improvements
for the Portland Metro region. As a city under Metro's jurisdiction, West
Linn's transportation system plan must conform with the goals and
recommendations of the RTP. One of RTP's goals to be carried out by
local jurisdictions is improving regional transit, bicycle, and pedestrian
system improvements to improve mode split - or alternative transportation
methods to decrease reliance on motorized vehicle travel.

The RTP includes a regional trail system map, and bicycle and pedestrian
system maps. The maps show a regional bike route along West Linn's
Willamette River water frontage, as well as a water trail along the Tualatin
River. Based on the plan, bicycle routes follow along Highway 43, and
Willamette Falls Drive.

REGULATORY REVIEW
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Trail planning, design and development regulations ensure safe,
standardized design of trails and trail facilities. Land use review and
permitting enforce these regulations to prevent impacts to adjacent
properties, land uses and the natural environment. This section provides a
summary of the review and permitting process, as well as regulations that
must be considered throughout the trail planning process: from concept, to
development, to use and maintenance.

Prior to their construction, trails must be reviewed for conformance with
local, state, and federal regulations. After receiving local review and
approval, proposed trails must then be permitted for any necessary street
right-of-way work and access, as well as environmental considerations.

Land Use Review

Proposed trails are first reviewed for conformance with the Community
Development Code (CDC) for environmental impacts, zoning and
design. CDC Chapters 28: Willamette and Tualatin River Protection,
and 32: Water Resources, provide standards for development projects
and protection of water resources. According to these code chapters,
development and maintenance of permeable paths and trails are generally
permitted in environmentally sensitive areas but must be constructed
using low impact development techniques.

The CDC limits development in sensitive resource areas, inventoried and
mapped by Portland Metro as Habitat Conservation Areas (HCAs). Based
on this conservation status, these areas are to be avoided to the degree
possible with development instead directed to the areas designated
"Not Affected by Recommendation" or "Allow Development". The CDC
also requires that new development is designed and located so that all
significant trees - or heritage trees - are retained. To protect individual
trees or tree groves, the code requires a tree conservation easement,
measured 10 feet from the tree drip line (Sec. 55.100 (B)).

Development in floodplains also requires review. Chapter 27: Flood
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Management Areas, requires engineered plans for improvements to the
floodplain or f1oodway. For stream crossings, the chapter requires bridges
- as opposed to culverts - that are as perpendicular to the stream as
practicable.

Trails are a permitted use in most of the City's zoning districts and may
require design review depending on extent of the project. There are two
types of design review for trail projects: Class I or Class II Design Review.
Some projects may also be exempt from review. In general, the review
type is heightened if the conceptual design will create a greater impact.
While a Class I Design Review is reviewed by the Planning Director, a
Class II Design Review is reviewed by a reviewing body and is therefore
more discretionary. A Class" Design Review can also condition a project
with elements such as screening (Section 56.100). The types of review
and common trail related projects are defined below.

Class I Design Review (56.020(C))

Trails, sidewalks, paths, walls and fences greater than 200' long;
and projects within a natural resource area;

Addition or elimination of a park facility;

ADA compliance inside natural resources area; and

Major landscape plan modification.

Class" Design Review (56.020(0))

Development of a natural area, park or park facility; and

Program changes that result in park reclassification.

Water Resource Permitting

The National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program is
a congressionally mandated program under the Clean Water Act (CWA).
The program is implemented locally through the Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ). DEQ issues permits to applicable entities
which participate in and/or oversee activities which are recognized as
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potential sources of pollutants. Municipal Separate Storm Sewers Systems
(MS4), Industrial Activities and Construction Activities all potentially
require an NPDES permit.

The City of West Linn obtained a permit under Phase 1 of the NPDES
program in 1995. The City operates under a MS4 system whereby
all storm water is collected and conveyed in a storm sewer system
separate from the sanitary sewer system. As part of the permit the City
has developed a Storm Water Management Plan that outlines Best
Management Practices (BMPs) that the City will implement to improve
and conserve water quality, as well as, prevent harmful pollutants from
contaminating storm water runoff and entering the MS4.

Right of Way Permitting

Additional access points to local streets, or work within the City right-of
way requires a City approved right-of-way permit. Trail work within Oregon
Department of Transportation (ODOT) right of way must comply with
proper right-of-way acquisition procedures outlined by ODOT.

Erosion Control and Grading Permitting

Chapter 31 of the CDC, Erosion Control, requires all development to
have an erosion control permit and approved erosion control measures in
place prior to site disturbance. Grading that takes place as part of the trail
project requires a City approved grading permit. The State Department
of Environmental Quality (DEQ) also requires a 1200-C Permit if there is
more than an acre of site disturbance.

Federal Review and Permitting Types

Depending on individual trail projects and site specific conditions,
federal review and permitting types can include the US Army Corps of
Engineers and the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Archeological review
can also be required at the federal, state and local levels. Army Corps of
Engineers permitting is required anytime there is work in a water of the
US (considered to be most wetlands, rivers, streams, and some drainage
ditches).
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ESA provides for the conservation of threatened and endangered plants
and animals and the habitats in which they are found. The National
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA
Fisheries) and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) both have
administrative authority and management responsibility for different
species under the ESA. For species listed as threatened, section 4(d)
of the ESA requires NOAA Fisheries or USFWS to put prohibitions in
place, and approve programs for activities that contribute to conserving
listed salmon and Steelhead. West Linn's Storm Water Management Plan
addresses ESA requirements for development review.

Property ownership Considerations·

Property ownership is an important component of the Trails Plan. Without
allowing public access, public trails cannot be built. The City's Park,
Recreation and Open Space Plan specifies how new trail development is
prioritized with city-owned trail alignments having the highest priority and
alignments not under public ownership, and that are not missing links,
identified as longer term priorities.

Once an alignment is under public ownership and a trail is ready for
construction and use, three important considerations for trail users and
adjacent property owners are encroachment, river access and liability.

Encroachment, or unauthorized use of property, can occur on public
or private property, and be both real and perceived. On public land,
encroachment is common where private property abuts city-owned
open space. Private property owners sometimes encroach onto
open space through landscaping or other improvements. Adverse
possession - or the transfer of property ownership through use of the
land over time - is a more complex form of encroachment. However,
publicly owned land cannot be taken by adverse possession.

In order to develop the City's trail system, city-owned open space
or rights-of-way may eventually be developed as trails. As trail

*Note: The Comprehensive Trail System Master Plan provides an overview of existing property ownership

considerations for informing further trail planning and development and is not to be used as legal advice.
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development and use of open space occurs closer to property lines,
there may be a perception of encroachment onto private property.
To help define public and private spaces, the city requires fencing
along the edge of the trail corridor when trails are developed with new
subdivisions (Sec, 85.200(C)). In addition, the need for additional
screening can be identified during development review and permitting
of individual trails.

Public river access is regulated through the state. The State of Oregon
owns navigable rivers, allowing public access up to the Ordinary High
Water (OHW). The CDC defines the OHW mark as, "the line on the
bank or shore to which the water ordinarily rises in season." (CDC
28.020) Chapter 28 of West Linn's Community Development Code,
Willamette and Tualatin River Protection, implements regulations
on development within the Willamette and Tualatin River Protection
Areas.

Chapter 28 allows public paths, or passive use recreation facilities
within Habitat Conservation Areas (HCA) that include wetlands,
riparian areas, and water resource areas when no other practical
alternative exists. According to the code, "legal access to, and
along, the riverfront in single family residential zoned areas shall
be encouraged and pursued especially when there are reasonable
expectations that a continuous trail system can be facilitated." (CDC
28.110 (F)(5))

liability

Liability for injuries occurring on a city-owned trail, public property, or
on adjacent private property is commonly brought up as a concern.
However, it is important to note that liability works both ways. A
jurisdiction can be just as liable for not installing appropriate bikeways
where the public has requested them and safety issues have been
documented.

The Oregon Revised Statutes provide state-wide law related to
the recreational use of trails and liability. ORS 105.682 states that
land owners are not liable for any personal injury, death or property
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damage that arises out of the use of the land for recreational
purposes when the owner of land either directly or indirectly permits
any person to use the land for recreational purposes.

ORS 105.688 further states that immunity applies to public and
private lands, rights of way, buildings, roads, water bodies, and
machinery or equipment on these lands. The statute also specifies
that immunity only applies if there is no charge for using the land,
and the owner transfers an easement to a public body to use the
land. ORS 105.696 furthers that users must still use care of land
and 105.700 clarifies that public access is prohibited from accessing
private land without owner's permission.

The courts have yet to determine whether immunity to liability also
applies to transportation related use of public land. As such, use of
public trails for transportation is not necessarily immune from liability.
Nevertheless, West Linn is also exempted from any liability under its
municipal code (WLMC 5.520).

EXISTING TRAil STANDARDS

Trail design requirements specify all aspects of how a trail will be built
and used. Along with trail design, other components of the trail system
include street crossings, trailheads and signage. Trail location, width,
slope, and surface are important components of trail design. In West
Linn, trail design is based on the Parks, Recreation and Open Space
Plan, Community Development Code, the City's Design and Construction
Policies, as well as federal standards and guidelines.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Public trails must be designed to accommodate all users. ADA
establishes design requirements for the construction and alteration of
facilities in the private and public sectors. These requirements are known
as the ADA Accessibility Guidelines or "ADAAG."
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Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan

West Linn's Parks, Recreation and Open Space (PROS) Plan provides
guidelines for planning and designing trails and pathways. The guidelines
provide design considerations related to location and user characteristics.
Specific trail guidelines addressed in the PROS Plan include:

Wherever appropriate, recreation pathways and trails should not be
part of a street roadway.

Trail alignments should take into account soil conditions, steep slopes,
surface drainage and other physical limitations. Routes should be
located for construction and maintenance cost efficiency, while taking
into account the need to provide a quality experience for the trail user.

Trails should be developed in compliance with American's with
Disability Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) on trail accessibility.

Trails should be planned, sized, and designed for non-motorized
multiple uses, except for dedicated nature trails, and/or areas that
cannot be developed to the standard necessary to minimize potential
user conflicts.

Community Development Code and Construction and Design Policies

West Linn also has standards for trails and pathways within the
Community Development Code (CDC) and Construction and Design
Policies (COP). While the COP provides specifics for bikeways, the CDC
has multiple sections related to the planning of trails and pathways. Under
the CDC and COP, trails and pathways fall under four general categories:
Trails and pathways within parks and open spaces; trails built with new
subdivisions; trails along rivers; and bikeways.

Trails in Parks and Open Spaces -There are multiple sections that define
trail standards, and several trail and pathway types identified within
the Community Development Code. Under Section 56.015, the code
distinguishes between paved and unpaved trails within parks.

Trails in Subdivisions - Trails required as a condition of subdivision
approval (Section 85.200(C)) can be designed for either bicyclists or
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pedestrians. The design of these trails must also consider proximity to
natural areas, multifamily and commercial sites.

Trails Along Rivers -The proximity of trails to water resources and other
uses also requires design consideration. Trails must be set back from
water resources.

Bikeways - The Community Development Code requires that
bikeways along state highways comply with Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT) standards for highway bicycle path design.
However, the COP (Section 5) also provides standards for bikeways
with a minimum width of 5' to 6', and a maximum grade of 5%.

Table B.1 provides an overview of the different City guidelines related
to trail types and pathways, and widths and surfaces. Each of the trail
types are based from West Linn's Community Development Code and the
Construction and Design Policies.

Table B.1: West Linn Trail and Pathway Design Standards
r ---=- : Docu'ment

- --

U~o_ute<iype
"Min. Max.

Surface
I

i ~9s~ti9.-n,~ .width1 GradeI,~ --- L ,. - . --~"--. - -

Trails in parks arid open spaces

Paved trails CDC 56.015 4-10' --- Paved

Un-paved trails in
CDC 56.015 3-6' --- Gravel

parks

Path connections in CDC 56.100(1)
5-8' 5% Paved

parks (1 )

Paths linking to CDC 56.100(1)
5-8' Paved---

neighborhoods (2)

Reduced width CDC 56.100(1)
6' Gravel or paved

(3)
---

paths

Nature trails
CDC 56.1 00(1)

3-6' Gravel, packed earth
(4)

---

Disabled access CDC 56.100(1)
8' ADN ADA

paths (5)
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Paths linking parks
CDC 56.100(1)

to community or
(6)

5-10' --- Paved
region

Trails in or connecting subd,ivisions

Bicycle trail CDC 85.200(C) 8'
12- All weather surface
1 C;Ofn .J\

Pedestrian trail CDC 85.200(C) 6'
12- All weather surface
1 C;Ofn I. .J\

Trails along rivers

Multi use3 CDC 28.110 --- --- Ali weather surface

Bikeways

Bikeway" CDP Sec. 5 5-6' 5% Asphalt/Concrete

4 Narrower or reduced path widths may be allowed as required by topography, and to preserve
trees.

2 Trails must meet Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Design Guidelines.

3 The City is in the process of updating the design of multi use trails along rivers.

4 Based on AASHTO's Guide to Development of Bicycle Facilities; ODOrs Oregon Bicycle &
Pedestrian Plan, latest edition; and the state Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
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Street Crossings

Well designed street crossings ensure safer connections for trail users.
In addition, crossing design treatments give drivers a visual warning to
slow and stop for trail users. Street crossing considerations include traffic
speeds, street width, traffic volumes (average daily traffic and peak hour),
line of sight, and trail user.

Existing street crossing design is based on American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Policy on
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (latest edition). Traffic control
devices are based on the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for
Streets and Highways, Federal Highway Administration, with Oregon
Supplements, Oregon Department of Transportation (latest edition).

While the PROS Plan and CDC stress the importance of off-street routes,
the CDC allows trails to be routed on existing streets. In these cases, both
the PROS Plan and the CDC state that the trail or pathway should be
designed to minimize potential conflicts between motorists and trail users.

Trailheads

Trailheads are the gateways to the trail system, letting users know where
they can access a trail. By providing well defined public access points,
trailheads can decrease tendencies to cut through private property or
environmentally sensitive areas to access trails.

The CDC has limited design guidelines for trailheads. Chapter 55 requires
trailhead parking spaces to be located away from the trail entrance, with
design features to increase trail recognition. The code defines a trailhead
as, "(providing) access to a trail and trail information, and (providing)
parking for trail users that don't live in the immediate area of the trail, or
choose to arrive by automobile." The PROS Plan calls for at least eight
trailheads throughout the City.
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Signage

Trail signage provides information on trail locations, trail use, rules, and
safety information, and can also provide interpretive or informational
displays. Signage is regulated by Section 52.300 of the CDC. According
to the code, freestanding signs directed at pedestrians or cyclists within
public parks are not limited in number or size. For these signs, the
minimum setback is 5' from the edge of right-of-way. The code also allows
illumination of these signs.

There are no design guidelines for the design of trail signage; however
new parks require submittal of a sign plan indicating the dimension and
location of new signs. In addition, Section 56.100 requires that all paths
and trails are clearly identified with signs that attract use and discourage
people from cutting across landscaped areas or impacting environmentally
sensitive areas.
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